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form of a compendium which will contain all general & technical information about
the project, technology being used, construction process, project implementation &
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Chapter 1:
Background

1

2

1.1

Background

MoHUA is implementing Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana-Urban (PMAY-U) which aims to
provide all weather pucca houses to all eligible beneficiaries in urban areas within the
stipulated timeline. PMAY(U) targets the provision of pucca houses to about 11.20 million
household in the country.
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana – Urban (PMAY-U), a flagship Mission of Government of India
being implemented by Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs (MoHUA), was launched on
25th June 2015. PMAY-U Mission aims to provide all weather pucca houses to all eligible
beneficiaries in urban areas within the stipulated timeline. PMAY(U) targets the provision
of pucca houses to about 11.20 million household in the country.
Through PMAY-U, a basket of options is offered to ensure inclusion of a greater number of
people depending on their income, finance and availability of land through four Verticals i.e.
In Situ Slum Redevelopment (ISSR), Affordable Housing in Partnership (AHP), Beneficiary
Led Construction (BLC) and Credit Linked Subsidy Scheme (CLSS).
Under this scheme, against the 122.69 Lakh sanctioned houses by MoHUA, about 103.60
Lakh houses have been grounded for construction, of which 62.79 Lakh houses have been
completed and delivered to the beneficiaries as on 22 September 2022.
A PMAY-U house ensures dignified living along with sense of security and pride of ownership
to the beneficiaries. PMAY-U adopts a cafeteria approach to suit the needs of individuals
based on the geographical conditions, topography, economic conditions, availability of
land, infrastructure etc.
During the implementation of the Mission, it has been observed that depending on the
natural resources of the region, socio-economic conditions, living preferences and climatic
and hazard conditions of the region, use of locally available materials and time-tested
indigenous, traditional and local construction practices are undertaken.
Construction of houses at the scale of PMAY(U) offers an opportunity for inviting alternative
technologies from both within the country and across the globe, which may trigger a
major transition through introduction of cutting-edge building materials, technologies and
processes.
Conventionally, houses are built in-situ with traditional materials, i.e., burnt clay bricks,
cement, sand, aggregates, stones, timber & steel. Sand and aggregates are already in
short supply and due to irrational mining, it is banned in number of States in India.
Burnt clay bricks use top fertile soil as raw material and also, its production makes use
of coal, a fossil fuel and add to environment pollution. Cement and steel are also energy
intensive materials and produced from natural resource, i.e., limestone rock and iron ores
respectively, which are not infinite and last forever. Further, the conventional construction
requires plenty of potable water which is already in short supply even for drinking. The
way out, therefore, is:
•
To make use of alternate materials which are based on renewable resources &
energy.
•
Optimize the use of conventional materials by bringing mechanization in the
construction.
•
Utilize agricultural & industrials waste in producing building materials.
•
Adopt construction technologies and processes which bring speed, quality, durability,
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better finish, dust free environment, resource efficiency,
In conventional method, the materials are brought and collected at the site and then
construction takes place by laying bricks layer by layer to construct walls and pouring
concrete over steel cages (reinforcement) to make floors, vertical members, i.e., columns
and horizontal members i.e. beams through a labour intensive process with little control
on quality of finished product. Also, this construction process is slow paced. Further,
in being cast in situ construction, there is ample wastage of materials and precious
natural resources and at the same time, there is enormous dust generated polluting the
air surrounding the construction site. Due to number of factors influencing the quality
of the work, the overall quality of building is often gets compromised. Bad weathers also
affect the construction leading to time over run in most of the projects. Therefore, there is
need to bring construction methodologies which impart speed to the construction, bring in
optimum use of materials, cut down wastages and produce quality and durable product.
Further, disasters due to natural hazards i.e. earthquakes, cyclones, floods, tsunamis
and landslides have been happening with ascending frequency and effects. Every year,
due to faulty construction practices and bad performance of built environment during
disasters, there are not only heavy economic losses but also losses of precious lives of
humans, leaving irrevocable impact on human settlements making disaster resilience in
construction a prime requirement.
1.2

Role of New Technologies under PMAY-U

In order to have an integrated approach for comprehensive technical & financial evaluation
of emerging and proven building materials & technologies, their standardization, developing
specifications and code of practices, evolving necessary tendering process, capacity building
and creating appropriate delivery mechanism, MoHUA set up a Technology Sub-Mission
(TSM) under PMAY-U with the Mission statement as ‘Sustainable Technological Solutions
for Faster and Cost Effective Construction of Houses suiting to Geo-Climatic and Hazard
Conditions of the Country’.
It is obvious that construction sector requires a paradigm shift from traditional construction
systems by bringing innovative construction systems which are resource-efficient,
environmentally responsible, climate responsive, sustainable, disaster-resilient, faster,
structurally & functionally superior. These kinds of systems are being practiced world over
successfully and have shown their versatility through the passage of time.
In the PRAGATI1 meeting held on 12th July 2017, Hon’ble Prime Minister emphasized and
exhorted the States/UTs to accelerate adoption of innovative and alternative construction
technologies to improve the pace and quality of work under PMAY-U and address the
challenges of rapid urban growth and its attendant requirements.
1.3

Global Housing Technology Challenge – India (GHTC-India)

The Hon’ble Prime Minister envisaged the importance of the adoption of new and innovative
construction technologies to improve the pace and quality of work under PMAY-U to
address the challenges of rapid urban growth and its attendant requirements. MoHUA
has, therefore, conceptualized a Global Housing Technology Challenge-India (GHTC- India)
to enable a paradigm shift in the construction sector.
1
PRAGATI (Pro-Active Governance And Timely Implementation) is a multi-purpose and multi-modal
platform chaired by Hon’ble Prime Minister, aimed at addressing common man’s grievances, and simultaneously monitoring and reviewing important programmes and projects of the Government of India as well as
projects flagged by State Governments.
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To ensure a robust process, MoHUA conducted a series of consultations with range of
stakeholders to identify broad reasons for the slow and limited adoption of innovative and
alternative construction technologies for affordable housing. Based on the feedback received
and subsequent deliberations, the issues identified includes, ensuring the suitability of
foreign technologies for Indian conditions, certification and standardization including the
requirement of proper specifications and codes, challenges in the procurement process,
and the necessary policy support to synergize both demand and supply.
1.3.1 Launch of GHTC-India
Shri Hardeep S. Puri, Hon’ble Minister, Housing and Urban Affairs launched “Global
Housing Technology Challenge-India” (GHTC- India) on 14th January 2019. GHTC-India
intends to bring paradigm shift in technology transition using large scale construction
under PMAY (U) as an opportunity to get the best available construction technologies
across the globe.
Shri Amitabh Kant, the then CEO NITI Aayog, Shri Durga Shanker Mishra, the then
Secretary, Housing & Urban Affairs, Shri Amrit Abhijat, Joint Secretary & Mission
Director (HFA), MoHUA, senior officers of the Ministry, besides various stakeholders in the
construction industry were also present at the launch.

Launch of GHTC-India on 14th January 2019
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1.3.2 Objectives of GHTC-India
MoHUA has initiated the Global Housing Technology Challenge- India (GHTC-India)
under larger umbrella of Technology Sub-Mission of PMAY- U which aims to identify and
mainstream a basket of innovative construction technologies from across the globe for
housing construction sector that are sustainable, eco-friendly, and disaster-resilient. They
are to be cost effective and speedier while enabling the quality construction of houses,
meeting diverse Geo-climatic conditions and desired functional needs. Future technologies
will also be supported to foster an environment of research and development in the country.
GHTC- India aspires to develop an eco-system to deliver on the technological challenges of
the housing construction sector in a holistic manner.
GHTC-India intends to get the best globally available innovative construction technologies
through a challenge process. It aims to demonstrate and deliver ready to live-in houses
in minimum time and minimum cost with high-quality of construction in a sustainable
manner. This challenge seeks to promote future potential technologies through Incubation
support and accelerator workshops, in order to foster an environment of research and
development in the country.
1.3.3 Components of GHTC – India
The challenge has the following three components:
Component-1: Construction Technology India – 2019: Expo-cum- Conference
As part of GHTC-India, an Expo-cum-Conference named Construction Technology India 2019 (CTI-2019) was organized on 2 to 3 March, 2019 at Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi. The
Expo was inaugurated by Hon’ble Prime Minister of India and brought together multiple
stakeholders involved in innovative and alternative housing technologies, for exchange of
knowledge and business opportunities through an exhibition, thematic sessions, panel
discussions and master classes.

Hon’ble PM visiting GHTC-India pavilion with Hon’ble Union Minister & Secretary, MoHUA
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Hon’ble Prime Minister addressing the gathering

Proven Demonstrable Technology providers from across the globe and domestic Potential
Future Technologies were invited to the Expo through a simple online screening process
and a Technical Evaluation Committee (TEC) constituted for GHTC-India to evaluate and
assess the range of technologies available.
Stakeholders such as R&D Institutes, academia, students of technical institutes, engineers,
architects, government agencies including State Public Works Departments (PWDs) and
Housing Boards, developers, entrepreneurs etc. were invited to participate as delegates.
Overall CTI-2019 had participation of about 2,500 delegates from 32 countries and more
than 3,500 visitors at the exhibition. 54 exhibitors with 32 innovative technologies from 25
countries were in display with 166 stalls. 54 Proven Technology Providers with 32 new
technologies from 25 countries including technologies from USA, Finland, Australia, Spain,
France, South Korea and Italy were evaluated by the Technical Evaluation Committee
(TEC).
A total of 78 Potential Technology Providers from across the country, with 55 postprototype and 23 pre-prototype made their presentations to the expert jury during the
event.
The two-day Expo-cum-Conference consisted of 4 Plenary and 4 Parallel Sessions, 3 Master
classes, 4 Panel Discussion and a World Cafe. There were 8 different parallel interactive
sessions between Proven Technology Providers, Technical Evaluation Committee and
Expert Jury to shortlist the best technology.
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Component-2: Proven Demonstrable Technologies for the Construction of Light
House Projects (LHPs)
Proven Demonstrable Technologies were invited through an Expression of Interest (EoI)
from across the world which are suitable for use in the Indian context for construction of six
Light House Projects in the country. The applications initially were screened to participate
in the CTI-2019 Expo-Conference, where the applicants interacted with the TEC.
Post the expo, the TEC through rigorous assessments shortlisted and empanelled a basket
of technologies that could be considered for demonstration through actual on ground
implementation of six lighthouse projects, located in six sites across of the country. Criterion
such as scalability, adaptability, sustainability, and safety were used for evaluating the
proven technologies.
Component-3: Potential Future Technologies for Incubation and Acceleration
Support
Affordable Sustainable Housing Accelerator (ASHA)-INDIA
“To nurture upcoming Indian individuals or technology ventures in the field of construction
technology in housing sector in their start-up phase by providing all the support necessary
to help entrepreneurs establish themselves before they scale up their ventures and to
support entrepreneurs translating innovations into products and services that are
commercially viable.”
Under Accelerator Affordable Sustainable Housing Accelerators- India (ASHA-India)
initiative, incubation and acceleration support are being provided to potential future
technologies that are not yet market ready (pre-prototype applicants) or to the technologies
that are market ready (post prototype applicants) respectively. Five ASHA-India Centres
at Indian Institute of Technologies of Bombay, Kharagpur, Madras, Roorkee and CSIRJorhat have been set up for developing design guidelines, construction manuals and other
necessary guidelines, relevant for effective use of such technologies in the region.
1.4

About Light House Projects

Light House Projects (LHPs) are being implemented in six States, selected through a
challenge process viz: Gujarat, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Tripura and
Uttar Pradesh to demonstrate the six distinct innovative technologies identified under
the GHTC-India and deliver disaster resilient, climate friendly and cost-effective houses
expeditiously compared to conventional construction methods.
These LHPs are demonstrating delivery ready to live mass housing at an expedited pace
as compared to conventional brick and mortar construction and will be more economical,
sustainable, of high quality and durability. These projects are serving as Live laboratories
for all stakeholders including Research & Development leading to the successful transfer
of technologies from the lab to the field.
This Compendium documents the whole process of implementation of Light House
Project at Chennai, Tamil Nadu including the planning, construction, monitoring
and handing over to the beneficiaries in a record 12 months’ time.
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2.1

Shortlisting of Innovative Proven Technologies

Under GHTC-India, a total 54 Innovative Construction Technologies were shortlisted as per
their suitability of construction in different geo-climatic regions of the country and grouped
into six broad categories namely (i) Precast Concrete Construction System - 3D Precast
volumetric (ii) Precast Concrete Construction System - Precast components assembled at
site (iii) Light Gauge Steel Structural System & Pre-engineered Steel Structural System (iv)
Prefabricated Sandwich Panel System (v) Monolithic Concrete Construction, and (vi) Stay
in Place Formwork System.
2.2

Implementation Methodology

2.2.1 State Challenge for Selection of sites
It was decided that the LHPs using shortlisted technology providers would be undertaken
each at the six PMAY (U) regions of the country viz. Northern, Central, Eastern, Western,
Southern and North-Eastern parts of the Country.
Selection of sites in different States spread over different regions of the country was initiated
through a Challenge process for all States/UTs. The Ministry invited proposals from States
to participate in the challenge process for implementation of LHPs. The States/UTs were
offered to participate in the Challenge process by providing suitable encumbrance free site
of minimum 2 hectare keeping following other criteria into consideration including Number
of Dwelling Units buildable, Distance from City centre, Connectivity of site to water supply,
sewerage network, electricity and public transport, Additional financial commitment,
Commitment for additional finance and land parcel for production of building components
with minimum/ no requirements of development work.
All six LHPs are linked to the overall objective of the PMAY-U Mission, accordingly it was
planned that the projects would be located in urban areas identified by only those States/
UTs, which participated in the Challenge process and were qualified by MoHUA based on
the pre-defined parameters.
Against the State Challenge, 17 proposals from 14 states namely Andhra Pradesh
(Vishakhapatnam), Chhattisgarh (Raipur), Gujarat (Rajkot), Haryana (Hisar), Himachal
(Mandi), Jammu & Kashmir (Jammu), Jharkhand (Ranchi), Madhya Pradesh (Indore), Tamil
Nadu (Chennai), Uttar Pradesh (Lucknow), Kanpur (Ghaziabad), Tripura (Agartala), Odisha
(Bhubaneswar), Rajasthan (Alwar/Kota) and Uttarakhand (Roorkee) were received.
Based on the final score calculated on the merit of each proposal, the Technical Evaluation
Committee (TEC) constituted by the MoHUA selected six sites namely Agartala (Tripura),
Ranchi (Jharkhand), Lucknow (Uttar Pradesh), Indore (Madhya Pradesh), Rajkot (Gujarat)
and Chennai (Tamil Nadu) for the purpose of LHP projects using shortlisted emerging
technologies. The technologies as submitted through on-line application & shortlisted by
TEC in the form of basket of technologies & recommended for the specific location, were
considered for the construction of LHP in the above selected States.
2.2.2 Memorandum of Understanding with selected States
In order to implement the LHPs, Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed
between Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, Govt. of India and six selected States of
Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Jharkhand and Tripura.
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Through the MOU, respective States were committed to provide encumbrance free land
for construction of LHP as well as for production of building components as required and
to comply with the various provisions of Operational Guidelines of LHP in conformity with
local regulations and byelaws and related provision of “Scheme Guidelines of PMAY ( U)
till the completion of the project. For LHP Chennai, the MOU was signed by The State
Government of Tamil Nadu through Tamil Nadu Slum Clearance Board, having its office at
No.5, Kamarajar Salai, Chepauk, Chennai.
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2.2.3 Roles and Responsibilities of Multistakeholders
The broad roles & responsibilities of various Stakeholders for implementation of LHPs have
been as under:
Sl No Agency
Responsibilities
1
Ministry
of  Overall implementation, review & monitoring of LHPs
Housing and
Process and release the Central assistance and TechUrban Affairs
nology Innovation Grant (TIG).
(MoHUA), Gov-  Issue the RFP for LHPs and finalize the bids through
ernment of Inconstitution of a Bid Evaluation Committee (BEC).
dia
 Open an Escrow Account at BMTPC for overall fund
disbursal and management
 Constitute a Project Monitoring Committee (PMC) at
Central level for regular review of the LHPs.
2
State Govern-  State Government through State Level Appraisal Comments
mittee (SLAC) and State Level Sanctioning and Monitoring Committee (SLSMC) to approve the Light House
Projects (LHPs) as done for PMAY (U) projects under
PMAY (U) Guidelines.
 Nominating member from the State Government for Bid
Evaluation Committee (BEC) constituted at MoHUA.
 Ensure all approvals for LHPs in fast-track mode.
 Ensure release of the matching State, ULB & Beneficiary share in the same pattern that of MoHUA to the
designated Agency of MoHUA. Any increase in project
cost shall be borne by State Government.
 On behalf of the State, State Level Nodal Agency (SLNA)
to coordinate with MoHUA and Urban Local Bodies
(ULBs)/ Development Agency (DA) till the completion &
handing over of the LHPs.
 Registration of LHP project under the provisions of
RERA Act.
3
Urban
Local  ULB/DA to hand over encumbrance free land to the
Body (ULB) /
selected technology provider/ developer.
D e v e l o p m e n t  Provide water supply, sewage treatment and electricity
Authority (DA)
connection.
 ULB/DA to facilitate for necessary statutory approvals
for the project to the developer on fast-track mode.
 ULB/DA to identify the beneficiaries and responsible
for collection of beneficiary share in line with the funding pattern of Central Government and State Government.
 Facilitate logistics support to selected technology provider/ developer during construction of LHP.
4
Construction  To complete the building & all internal infrastructure
Agencies
works including the lifts as per prescribed specifications, terms & conditions of the contract within the
specified timeframe while strictly adhering to quality
control norms and maintaining them during the defect
liability period.
 Facilitate propagation of the project through webcasting, visit of various teams, conduction of training programmes etc.
 Provide necessary data & technical details for preparation of SOR & standard specifications for the Technology.
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2.2.4 Preparation of DPRs by selected States
It was envisaged that the proposed structure of LHPs should not preferably be less than G+3.
The suitability of site was assessed by designated Central agency of MoHUA. The Detailed
Project Reports (DPRs) under LHPs were submitted by six State which was examined/
approved by the Central Sanctioning States/ UTs.
As per the requirement, the six State/ UT provided preliminary layout of site, architectural
drawing of proposed buildings as per applicable Building Bye- laws and Development
Control Regulations, soil investigation report, specification for finishing items etc.
These LHPs at different places were envisioned to serve as open live laboratories for different
aspects of transfer of technologies to field application, such as planning, design, production
of components, construction practices, testing etc. for both faculty and students of IITs/
NITs/ Engineering colleges/ Planning and Architecture colleges, Builders, Professionals
of Private and Public sectors and other stakeholders involved in such constructions. For
this purpose, a sustained Information Education and Communication (IEC) activities was
planned for Awareness and Promotion of new technologies through Multi-layered event
publicity and web updates. IEC activities to be fully funded by MoHUA.
Capacity building activities like trainings, workshops, thematic interactions, study,
exposure visits, technological meetings etc. were planned to be organized for enhancing
the capacities of various stakeholders in implementation of the LHPs.
After completion of the project, houses constructed under LHP are to be allotted to PMAY-U
eligible beneficiaries only in accordance with the PMAY-U guideline.
2.2.5 Tendering Process & Selection of Technologies for six LHPs
Based on the DPRs submitted by States and upon approval of the same from MoHUA, a
Request for Proposal (RFP) for construction of houses under LHPs at six places were issued
by MoHUA in EPC Mode.
It was pre decided that different sites would have different and exclusive technologies
for construction of LHPs. It was envisaged that distinct technologies may be showcased
for construction of LHPs so that unique learnings may be demonstrated during the
construction process. The proven innovative technologies as submitted through on-line
application & shortlisted by TEC under GHTC-India in the form of basket of technologies
& recommended for the specific location was considered for the construction of LHP in
particular State/UT.
A Bid Evaluation Committee at MoHUA was formed which included officials of MoHUA
along with a member from the concerned State implementing LHP. Evaluation of bids
received for construction of LHPs in all six regions were done centrally by the Bid Evaluation
Committee (BEC).
For promoting the emerging Technology from other countries Participating Agencies were
allowed to participate as single business Entity shortlisted through GHTC India process
or as Joint Venture/ Consortium of business partner with one shortlisted agency from
GHTC-India.
19 agencies with 41 proposals participated in the Bid either as single business Entity or
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as Joint Venture/ Consortium. Bids for LHPs were opened in descending order as per the
land area of the project. In order to propagate the use of different technologies across the
regions, one shortlisted technology provider was allotted work in one region only. Though
the technology providers were free to participate in the bidding process for more than one
location, once a particular technology (as distinct from technology provider) was selected
as winner for one location, bids using the same technology for other locations were not
opened. This ensured that different locations had separate technologies.

Prospective Contractors/ Builders / Technology Providers participating in pre-bid meeting

The details of selection of technologies and Construction Agencies for construction of six
Light House Projects are as follows:
Sl.
No.
1

LHP Site

Technology Selected

No of
Houses
1,152

Chennai

₹ 116.27 Cr.

2

Rajkot

3

Indore

4

Lucknow

5

Ranchi

Precast Concrete
Construction SystemPrecast Components
Assembled at Site
Monolithic Concrete
1,144
Construction using
Tunnel Formwork
Prefabricated
1,024
Sandwich Panel
System with Preengineered Steel
Structural System
Stay In Place PVC
1,040
Formwork with PreEngineered Steel
Structural System
Precast Concrete
1,008
Construction System –
3D Volumetric

6

Agartala

Light Gauge Steel
Framed (LGSF)
System with Preengineered Steel
Structural System

1,000

Project cost

Construction
Agency
M/s B.G. Shirke
Constriction
Private Ltd.

₹ 118.90 Cr.

M/s Malani
Construction Co.

₹ 128.00 Cr.

M/s KPR
Projectcon Pvt.
Ltd.

₹ 130.90 Cr.

M/s Jam
Sustainable LLP

₹ 134.00 Cr.

M/s SGC
Magicrete LLP

₹ 162.50 Cr.

M/s Mitsumi
Housing Pvt. Ltd
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The technology pictures of all six LHPs are as under:

The selected bidder submitted vetted structural design and other requisite details within
three weeks of Letter of Intent (LoI) issued to it. Bidder submitted detailed drawings to
the concerned authority of State/UT with changes in architectural drawing, if any, (owing
to specific nature of the technology and/or towards improvement in original drawing) in
agreement with State/UT.
2.2.6 Handover of sites to construction Agencies
Once the Construction Agencies and LHP specific technologies were shortlisted through the
tendering process, the representatives of State governments handed over the encroachment
free land to the BMTPC in a specified format which was then transferred to the selected
construction agencies by the BMTPC.
2.2.7 Funding Mechanism of LHPs
The funding for the Light House Projects (LHPs) constructed under GHTC-India was done
as per the Operational Guidelines of PMAY-U and Guidelines of LHPs. A Technology SubMission (TSM) formed under the PMAY-U Mission facilitates adoption of modern, innovative
and green technologies and building materials for faster and quality construction of houses.
The activities proposed under LHPs were financed under the Capacity Building allocation
of PMAY-U Mission.
Application of innovative and alternate construction technologies at limited scale has large
implication but has significant opportunity cost. Technology Innovation Grant (TIG) was
provisioned to offset this impact and absorb the issues related to economies of scale and
other related factors. TIG was provisioned as a financial grant and is in addition to the
existing funding under PMAY(U). The MoHUA for the purpose of LHPs provisioned for an
amount of Rs. 4.00 lakh per DU for the project to BMTPC as TIG for LHP Chennai.
The project cost of LHP Chennai is Rs. 116.27 Cr. The project cost viz. the cost of Civil
works along with internal infrastructure includes planning and design charges, preparation
of Detailed Project Report (hereinafter referred to as DPR) including Architectural and
working drawings which are suitable for Construction, preparation of structural design,
vetting of structural design from reputed institutions like IITs, material testing from NABL
accredited labs, contingency charges etc. Project cost also includes internal infrastructure
developments such as internal roads, pathways, common green area, boundary wall, water
supply, water tank, site development, internal electrification, sewerage, drainage, firefighting
system, lift shafts and machine room, lifts for multistorey blocks, transformers along with
HT/LT panel, sewage treatment plant and Diesel Generator (DG) set for emergency backup
power for lift operation, etc.
Funding for LHPs was managed by BMTPC and a dedicated Escrow Account was opened at
BMTPC for this purpose. Central Assistance for LHPs was released to BMTPC by MoHUA.
Simultaneously, for effective implementation of LHPs, the State matching share along with
beneficiary share for LHPs was released by the concerned State Govt./ ULB/ Development
Authority in advance to the BMTPC as per funding pattern of PMAY (U). Further, BMTPC with
the approval of MoHUA released the funds as per payment terms of contract to the selected
developer as per the stages and progress of work of LHPs, based on the recommendations
of the Project Monitoring Committee to be constituted by MoHUA.
The Finance of LHPs includes the contribution from Central Government share including
Technology Innovation Grant (TIG), State Government share and Beneficiaries Share as
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applicable. The State kept its entire share of the project including beneficiary share ready
in advance so that the fund flow to the project is not delayed. The State was required to allot
the houses to the eligible beneficiaries during the initial stage of construction of houses
(before the release of second instalment), so that State/UT can deposit the beneficiary
share in Escrow Account of BMTPC on time
The details of the funding pattern for LHP Chennai are as follow:
Sl. No
Share
Amount
(i)
Central Assistance
₹1.50 lakh per dwelling unit
(ii)
Technology
₹4.00 lakh per dwelling unit
Innovation Grant
(iii)
State Share
₹3.09 lakh per dwelling unit
(iv)

Beneficiary Share
Total

₹1.50 lakh per dwelling unit
₹ 10.09 Lakh per dwelling unit

Agency
MoHUA
MoHUA
Government of
Tamil Nadu
Beneficiary

The LHP Construction agency raised the monthly bill on “monthly Pro rata basis”. The
running bill is worked out on the percentage of work done out of total scope of work. The
running bill with supporting documents was sent to the BMTPC, technical Partner of
GHTC-India for review and their recommendations for further processing of the running
bill as per payment terms of contract and the progress of work of LHP. BMTPC with the
approval of MoHUA released the funds to the Construction Agency as per the stages of the
payment schedule as follow:
S. No

Activities

1

Investigation, planning, Designing and obtaining approvals
(1% of total quoted rate)
Submission of Inception Report, detailed survey,
Architectural drawings ready for submission for approval
of local bodies
On approval of local bodies, EIA clearances and other
statutory approvals of local bodies, final Architectural
drawing showing electrical and sanitary layout plan and
drawings and its submission
On submission and approval of Vetted structural design by
Competent Authority On completion of above
On completion of following:
Completion of excavation work, laying of foundation and
reaching plinth level of all towers
Completion of Super Structure-Structural skeleton of
external walls, slabs and other structural members, lift shaft
and staircase well, etc. of residential and non-residential
buildings/ towers
Internal work of residential and non-residential units
with all Civil including flooring and skirting, dado work,
Electrical, Mechanical services, Plumbing
Finishing of Doors, Windows and woodwork in wardrobes
and complete kitchen work including all fittings and
painting etc.

1A
1B

1C
  
2
2A
2B

2C
2D
2E
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Internal Finishing and painting inside residential and nonresidential buildings

Payment
Schedule

1.0%

  
10.0%
40.0%

10.0%
2.5%
2.5%

2F

External Finish and painting outside residential and nonresidential buildings

2.5%

2G

Over Head tanks, chinaware and sanitary fittings including
testing

2.5%

2H

2.5%

2I

Electrical Installation including external electrification,
installation of distribution boards, laying off cables,
installation of electric sub-station and other associated
electrical works etc.
Installation of Lifts and machine room

2J

Fire Fighting System

2K

External Infrastructure outside residential buildings and
within boundary wall including water supply, sewerage
including STP/ septic tank, sewer line, inspection chambers,
electricity lines, storm water drainage, rainwater harvesting,
solid waste management, signages, installation of solar
streetlights and other associated works etc.
Site Development works including Horticulture Services,
development of parks and green areas, Totlots, street
furniture, construction of boundary wall and installation of
gates, internal roads, Street lighting, other amenities etc.

  
2L

2M

On issuing of Completion Certificate by competent
authority and after taking all statutory approvals from local
authorities
Total

2.5%
3.0%
9.0%

7.0%

5.0%
100%

2.2.8 Project Monitoring
A Project Monitoring Committee (PMC) was set up at MoHUA to oversee the entire progress
of construction of LHPs at six locations. The PMC comprised of Representative of CPWD,
Member from MoHUA-HFA Directorate, Representative of BMTPC, Representative of
concerned State, Representative of concerned ULB/DA and Expert from IIT/ NIT which
regularly reviewed the progress, resolving any important issues related to project both
technical and administrative and guided the Project team and agencies for timely completion
of the project.
2.2.9 Third Party Quality Monitoring
In order to do the independent assessment of quality of materials and construction, Third
Party Quality Assurance (TPQA) Agencies for all 6 LHPs were initiated. In order to do so,
bids from Govt Institutions/Organizations/ Central PSUs were invited by the Ministry. The
main responsibilities of the TPQA Agency included:
•

Checking and reporting, whether work was being executed according to the designs
and specifications of the contract agreement and in accordance with the approved
drawings,

•

Ascertaining the quality of materials & components through test results, and
reporting any instances of deviations from accepted quality of construction materials,
workmanship and general quality of works at appropriate stages of construction

•

Submission of report on Quality Control Aspects on Monthly basis.
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2.2.10

Salient features of LHPs
Light House Projects: Salient Features

LHPs are model housing project with approximately 1,000 houses built at each
location with shortlisted alternate technology suitable to the geo-climatic and
hazard conditions of the region.
Constructed houses under LHPs includes on-site infrastructure development
such as internal roads, pathways, common green area, boundary wall, water supply,
sewerage, drainage, rainwater harvesting, solar lighting, external electrification,
etc.
Houses under LHPs were designed keeping in view the dimensional requirements
laid down in National Building Code (NBC) 2016 with good aesthetics, proper
ventilation, orientation, as required to suit the climatic conditions of the location
and adequate storage space, etc.
Convergence with other existing C entrally sponsored Schemes and Missions
such as Smart Cities, Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation
(AMRUT), Swachh Bharat (Urban), National Urban Livelihood Mission (NULM),
Ujjwala, Ujala, Make in India were ensured during the designing of LHPs at each
site.
The structural details were designed to meet the durability and safety requirements
of applicable loads including earthquakes, cyclone, and flood as applicable in
accordance with the applicable Indian/International standards.
Cluster design may include innovative system of water supply, drainage and
rainwater harvesting, renewable energy sources with special focus on solar
energy.
The period of construction will be maximum 12 months. Approvals were accorded
through a fast-track process by the concerned State/UT Government.
For the subsequent allotment of constructed houses under LHPs to the eligible
beneficiaries in States/ UTs, procedures of existing guidelines of PMAY-U will be
followed.

2.2.11

Statutory Approvals

The Statutory Approvals are all those approvals/ No Objection Certificates (NoCs) which
needs to be obtained by the respective construction agencies to commencement of
the construction activities at the project site. To obtain the NoCs/ approvals from the
concerned Department, the Construction Agency have to prepare the detailed architectural
drawings, layout plan for the site accommodating specified numbers of houses and related
infrastructure facilities and reports as per prevailing local building byelaws and development
control norms in the area of concerned State.
The Construction Agency in coordination with the Tamil Nadu Urban Habitat Development
Board (TNUHBD) had obtained all the required Statutory Approvals before commencement
of the actual construction. All the Statutory approvals were taken in a fast-track mode with
full cooperation from the concerned Departments/ Agencies of the State Government. The
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details of the Statutory Approvals obtained and approving authority are as below:
S. N

Statutory Approvals

Approving Authority

1

Building Planning
Permit

Chennai Metropolitan Development Authority
(CMDA), Chennai, Tamil Nadu

2

Building Permission

Perumbakkam Town Panchayat, Tamil Nadu

3

Environment Impact
Assess Clearance

State Environment Impact Assessment Authority,
(SEIAA) Tamil Nadu

4

RERA Registration of

Tamil Nadu Real Estate Regulatory Authority
(TNRERA)

5

Labour License

Labour Welfare Department, Govt. of Tamil Nadu

After obtaining all the Statutory Approvals from the respective ULBs/ Parastatal Agencies,
the LHP construction agency of LHP Chennai M/S B. G. Shirke Construction Technology
Pvt. Ltd. has submitted these NOcs/Approvals to Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs
(MoHUA) to grant the permission of commencement of the work at the site.
The above-mentioned Statutory approvals and NOCs are attached at Annexure 1.
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Chapter 3:
Project Details &
Site Location
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3.1

Foundation Laying of LHP Chennai

Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi laid the foundation stone of LHP Chennai,
Tamil Nadu along with other five LHPs on 01 January 2021 via virtual mode. The event
was anchored by Joint Secretary and Mission Director (HFA), Ministry of Housing and
Urban Affairs (MoHUA). Hon’ble Union Minister for Housing & Urban Affairs, Shri Hardeep
S Puri; Secretary, MoHUA and officials of MoHUA were present on the occasion. Hon’ble
Governor, Hon’ble Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu State along with the state minister joined
the event from the LHP site through video conference.
Speaking on the occasion, the Prime Minister said that “The houses in Chennai will be
built through the precast concrete technology of the US and Finland, which will help build
houses faster and cheaper. These Light House projects are now a perfect example of the
country’s working practices. We also have to understand the big vision behind it. At one
time, housing schemes were not as much in the priority of the central governments as it
should be. The governments did not go on the nuances and quality of house construction.
But we know how difficult it would have been if these changes were not made in the
expansion of work. Today, the country has chosen a different approach and adopted a
different path”.
Hon’ble Prime Minister further added that today is the day to move forward with new energy,
to prove new resolutions and today the country is getting new technology to build houses
for the poor, middle class. Hon’ble PM also said that the houses are called light house
projects in technical language, but these 6 projects are really like lighthouses showing a
new direction to the housing sector in the country.
The LHP Chennai is a model housing project comprising of 1,152 houses with Precast
Concrete Construction System for showcasing use of the best proven new-age technology,
materials and processes in the construction sector. The technology being used is one of the
54 innovative technologies shortlisted under GHTC-India suitable to the geo-climatic and
hazard conditions of the region. The project has been completed within stipulated time of
one year.

Foundation Laying of LHP Chennai by Hon’ble Prime Minister
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Foundation Laying of LHP Chennai by Hon’ble Prime Minister

Project Brief of LHP Chennai, Tamil Nadu
Location of Project

Nukkampal Road, Chennai, Tamil Nadu

No. of DUs

1,152 (G+5)

Plot area

29,222 sq.m.

Carpet area (per DU)

26.78 sq.m.

Total built up area

43439.76 sq.m.

Technology used
Other provisions
Foundation

Precast Concrete Construction System - 3S System
Anganwadi, shops, milk booth, library and ration shop
Broad Specifications
RCC isolated/Combined footing

Structural Frame

RCC precast beam/columns

Walling

AAC Blocks

Floor Slabs/ Roofing

RCC precast slab

Joinery & Finishing
Door Frame / Shutters:

• Pressed steel door frame with GI sheet flush shutters
• PVC door frame with PVC shutters in toilets.

Window Frame/
Shutter:
Flooring

• uPVC frame with glazed panel and wire mesh shutters.

Wall Finishes
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Vitrified tile flooring in Rooms & Kitchen
Anti-skid ceramic tiles in bath & WC
Anti-Skid tile flooring in Common area.
Kota stone on Staircase steps.
Weatherproof Acrylic Emulsion paint on external walls
Oil Bound distemper over putty on internal walls

Infrastructure

3.2

Internal Water Supply, Laying of Sewerage Pipe Line, RCC
storm water drain, Provisions for Fire Fighting, Internal
Electrification, Bituminous/CC Internal Road & Paver
blocks for Pathway, Providing Lifts in building blocks,
Landscaping of site, Street light with LED lights, Solar
Street Light System, Sewerage Treatment Plant, External
Electrification, Water Supply System including underground
water reservoir, Compound wall with Boundary Gates,
Horticulture facilities, Rain Water Harvesting etc.

Project Location

The State Government of Tamil Nadu was asked to give the site for the project and the site
allocated for LHP is in Perumbakkam area which is adjacent to the sites where number of
affordable housing projects under PMAY(U) are being constructed and existing.
The site of the LHP Chennai is located in a well-developed area with infrastructure
facilities such as 18 m wide approach road, ration shops, milk booth, primary health
centre, community hall, Government primary school, ICDS bus Terminus cum depot,
water supply, underground drainage, treatment plant, parks etc. The Perumbakkam land
has been alienated with an extent of 81.20 hectare (200.65 acre) classified as ‘Tharisu’ in
favour of construction of multi storied buildings for Tsunami affected people by the State
Government. Out of the land under the possession of Tamil Nadu Slum Clearance Board
(Now TNUHDB), land parcel of 29,222 sq.m. was allocated for Lighthouse Project.
Project Location in google map is as under:
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3.3

Site Conditions

The land earmarked for LHP was falling under low-lying area having frequent heavy water
logging. Initially, there have been temporary encroachments also, which were subsequently
removed by TNSCB (now TNUHDB). Heavy duty pumps were deployed to drain out the
water from site for conducting soil testing, during heavy rains and subsequently during
laying of foundation.

Initial site photograph before construction
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3.4

Geo Technical Investigation of the Site

Geo technical investigations of the whole area covering many other projects have been
done at different times for different projects. These reports available at the time of proposal
from Tamil Nadu Slum Clearance Board were as per investigation done by Anna University
in 2013-14.
For the LHP project, the agency (M/s B. G. Shirke Construction Technology Pvt. Ltd.) got
the geo technical investigations done by M/s Geo-marine Consultants Pvt. Ltd., Chennai
with the approval of MoHUA.

Geo Technical Investigation of the Site
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The salient observations from the Geo Technical Investigations are as follows:
i.

The ground level of the project site was found to be lower as compared to ground
level of neighbouring areas. The area was found to be prone to water logging.

ii.

The topsoil up to a depth of 3.5m is predominantly clay with shrinking and swelling
property making it unsuitable for any construction and backfilling of basement and
foundation. Thereafter, up to 8.00m is weathered rock of different grades i.e., from
Grade III to Grade VI. N value suggested the deposits can be considered as medium
dense state.

iii.

The ground water was found to be contaminated with chloride and sulphate, making
it unsuitable for construction, presence of Chloride and Sulphate in water and soil
makes the environment conditions aggressive. Therefore, special treatment is called
for use of cement and steel to take care of any adverse effect due to aggressive
environment.

iv.

Based on the geo technical investigations and other reports, bearing Capacity of
25KN/m2 was considered for design of foundation.

v.

Geo-Investigation Report suggested the foundation types namely (a) shallow raft
foundation with minimum depth of 2.7m excavation or (b) shallow under reamed
piles. The isolated/combined RCC footings were finally adopted for the LHP project
based on design considerations.

vi.

The LHP project site falls in Seismic Zone III as per IS 1893 (Pt I) and based on
liquefaction analysis, it was concluded that the sub soil formation exists at site is
non liquefiable considering the Zone III seismic intensity.

vii.

The chloride content in the ground water were found to be more than the stipulated
permissible limit of 500 mg/l as per IS 456 (Table 1.0). Therefore, it is suggested
that proper cover to the reinforcement shall have to be provided and anti-corrosive
coating shall be adopted.

viii.

Corresponding to the sulphate content, it is recommended that the provisions of
Table 4 of IS 456:2000 for type of cement, minimum cement content, water- cement
ratio were made applicable.

Based on the Geo-Technical Investigations (summary annexed as Annexure-2), total
station survey, site contour maps, and considering geo-climatic conditions of the region,
the detailed architectural plan, layout and infrastructure facilities were planned and
subsequently design basis report was prepared by the agency out carry out structural
analysis and design which is being explained in next chapter.
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Chapter 4:
Design & Layout
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4.1

Design Philosophy and Green initiatives:

The architectural design including layout was proposed by the State Government. Being
turnkey project, the agency was asked to make minor changes in consultation with State
Government in the architectural design and layout and subsequently carried out the
structural design.
Both architectural and structural design were done by the technical team of M/s B. G.
Shirke Construction Technology Pvt. Ltd and subsequently was vetted by IIT Mumbai which
is the pre-requisite for the project. In addition, inclusion of green and sustainable practices
are part and parcel of all LHP projects. Accordingly, the design philosophy adopted for the
LHP project has following significant features:
i.

Climate responsive architecture to maximize the use of daylight, ensure thermal
comfort, and natural ventilation, shielding, window area disposition, and day lighting
to be supplemented with an integrated design of artificial lighting.

ii.

To cater to the different functional requirements of users including their cultural
and occupational preferences, through creatively designed indoor spaces, common
areas and circulation. Safe pedestrian spaces between community areas, courtyards,
and spaces between buildings in a barrier free built environment to encourage
community formation.

iii.

Optimum utilization of renewable energy sources to be duly integrated in the overall
energy system design; with consideration of active and passive aspects in building
design including thermal performance of building envelope.

iv.

Design also incorporates renewable resources for power generation (Solar) for
consumption in common areas, provision for installation of solar street lights, solar
lighting for common areas, etc.

v.

Integrated designs of electrical, mechanical and other services with structural
system planned with optimum cost, low maintenance and lowest consumption of
energy and water.

vi.

The design and construction considers the requirements of Rating 4 of GRIHA
Affordable Housing Standards.

vii.

Integrated water and solid waste management with waste water recycling, water
conservation and modular rain water harvesting as per CPWD norms is adopted.

4.2

Architectural and layout Planning

The project is designed as a multi-storey residential complex with 12 blocks in G+5
configuration to house a total of 1152 dwelling units. Each block serves for total 96 tenants.
These residential DUs are provided with additional social infrastructure namely: Shops,
Aanganwadis, milk booth, library and ration shop. The total built up area of the project
is 43,439.76 Sqm. Each dwelling unit is planned and designed to serve as a comfortable
residential unit as per space norms of NBC. In line with PMAY(U) guidelines each unit is
having two habitable rooms, kitchen, separate bath and WC with a carpet area of 26.78
Sqm.
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Total plot area for the project is 29,222.49 Sqm with permissible FSI as 2.00. However, in
the LHP project total FSI for residential achieved was 1.487 (15005.22 Sqm). The site land
use break up provides Residential Area as 7372.08 Sqm., Planned Open Area as 3360.59
Sqm and area used for Public purpose is 1786.30 Sqm. Further, in the site hardscape
(Paved Area) is 4225.71 sqm and 11063.99 sqm. is covered by internal roads. Apart from
all the above, a total area of about 1950 sqm.is left as green belt.
The details of social infrastructure provided at site is given in the table below:
Social Infra at site:
S.No.
Social Infrastructure Item
1
2
3
4
5

Aanganwadi
Ration Shop
Commercial Shops
Milk Booth
Library

Nos
2
1
6
1
1

Plinth Area
(in Sqm)
49.72 (each)
46.56
10.36 (each)
16.48
49.23

The architectural drawings including layouts, DU plan, sections and elevations are
presented in the figures below.

Layout Plan
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Dwelling Unit Plan

3D of Dwelling Unit
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36
Typical Floor Plan

Site Layout Plan
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Floor Level Plan
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Elevation and Section
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4.3 Social Infrastructure
The architectural drawings of social infrastructure which is also constructed using precast
concrete construction technology as used for residential complex are presented here.
i.

ii.
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Library Building: 1 No. Built up Area 49.23 sqm.

Anganwadi: 2 No. Built up Area 99.44 sqm.

iii.

Milk Booth: 1 No. Built up Area 16.48 sqm.

iv.

Commercial shop: 6 No. Built up Area 62.16. sqm.
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v.
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Ration shop: 1 No. Built up Area 46.56 sqm.

4.4

Site services

The basic services for the project namely water supply, sewerage, storm water drainage are
being discussed in this section.
External Sewerage layout
For the project 550 KLD STP plant operating on
the SBR (Sequencing Batch Reactor) Technology
is installed. The site sewerage is carried via a
well-established sewage network. The Pipes
laid out are
1. 160mm Ø Sewage Pipe at slope 1:100.
2. 250mm Ø Sewage Pipe slope 1:190.
3. 315mm Ø Sewage Pipe slope 1:245
All sewerage is carried to the on-site STP
where all sewerage is treated and the treated
wastewater is to be used for secondary purposes
such as gardening and/or flushing (waste water recycling).
External Water supply Layout
Water supply is provided by the water department of the ULB to the LHP project site. The
project has three Underground (UG) tanks to store water from where supply to overhead
tanks is done through pumping. Six tanks are provided per block, five tanks of 5000 litre
and one of 3000 litre. Out of which, two tanks of 5000 litre are used for flushing purpose.
External Storm Water Drainage layout
A network of storm water drains of width 900mm, 750mm, 600mm, 450mm, and 300mm
of various lengths has been provided to collect and dispose rain water from surfaces,
roads, paved areas.
The layout drawings of basic services are present here below.
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Internal Electrical Layout for Dwelling Units –
The internal and external electrification as per State norms have been provided for the
LHP and is being presented here.
Electrical fittings and arrangements

Internal Plumbing for Dwelling UnitsAs regards internal plumbing, single stack piping system has been used and the same is
shown here.
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4.5

Structural Design:

The design basis report which essentially comprises of design philosophy, load calculations,
hazard profile and codal requirements forms the basis of structural design and preparation
of working drawings to achieve desired structural and functional requirements during the
service life of building. It is pertinent to mention here that design basis report along with
detailed structural design and working drawings need to be vetted by third party which is
IIT Mumbai in the present case. Further, these vetted design basis report and design are
approved by the MoHUA.
4.5.1 Structural Design Philosophy
The essential components of design basis report considered in the present project are as
follows:
• The aim of structural design is to achieve an acceptable probability that structures
being designed will perform satisfactorily during their intended life as per the
guidelines provided under IS 456:2000.
• The limit state method of design is adopted. The design of various members is
carried out in accordance with the provisions, laid down in IS 456, IS 16700 and IS
13920.
• To meet the durability & serviceability requirements, various provisions as regards
to maximum w/c ratio, minimum cement content, minimum percentage of steel,
detailing of reinforcement, curtailment of reinforcement etc., as laid down in IS 456
and other applicable national / international codes are complied with.
• The RC moment resisting frames are detailed as per ‘3-S’ system and relevant
applicable BIS/International standards’ provisions are complied with to meet the
design ductility level.
Standards/Guidelines referred
Structural System
Occupancy use
Design consideration and
service life
Structure is designed for

Design loads
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Industrialized 3s system for RCC precast column, beams and slab
with/ without precast RCC shear walls
Residential building- dwelling units
In compliance with IS:1893(Part-1)-2016, IS:875(Part-3)-2015,
IS:13920-2016, IS:456-2000 and National Building code of India
NBC-2016
Limit state of collapse as per IS:456-2000 and NBC-2016
Limit state od serviceability as per IS: 456:2000 and NBC-2016
Durability consideration as per IS: 456:2000
Lateral sway under transient wind loading: ≤ h/500
Storey drift under design seismic loading: ≤ 0.4percent of storey
height
Final deflection of horizontal RCC members:
Due to all loads: Not exceeding span/250
After erection of participation and application of finishes: Lesser of
span /350 or 20mm.
Dead loads as per IS: 875(part 1)
Live loads as per IS:875(part 2)
Wind loads as per IS:875(part 3)
Basic wind speed; 50m/sec
Wind terrain: category –II
Seismic loads as per IS: 1893(part-1)2016 for seismic zone-III
Importance factor: 1.2
Response reduction factor;5
Fundamental natural period as per cl.7.6.2 of IS:1893(part 1)

Imposed loads
Fire resistance
Partition masonry
Floor and roof slabs

All rooms including toilet, bath& w/c =2.0 kN/Sqm UDL
Corridors, balcony, passages, staircases =3.0 kN/Sqm UDL
Lift machine room = 10.0 kN/Sqm UDL
As per IS: 456:2000
100mm thk. AAC Gr-2 block of 451-550 kg/m3 density in oven dry
condition as per IS: 2185(part-3) for internal and 150mm thk. AAC
GR-2 2185(part-3) for other walls
Precast RCC composite slab with embedded lattice grinder having
in-situ RCC topping of 55mm thickness for typical floor and 75mm
thickness at roof floor – Min. Overall thickness of 130mm

4.5.2 Design Basis for Sub-Structure



Safe Bearing capacity: 25 T/m2, depth of foundation varying from 2.5m to 3.5 m
Shallow Foundation as per IS-1080:1985 and IS-1904:1986. Minimum M35 grade
of concrete is proposed for RCC structural elements in sub-structure.

4.5.3 Structural Frame
Composite precast RCC solid slabs, precast RCC solid beams (T shape / L shape
/ rectangular) and precast dense concrete reinforced hollow core columns shells
(core of which is concreted after erection using self-compacting concrete with the
provision for suitable reinforcement for effective jointing), are manufactured in
special steel moulds at site factory under stringent quality control and ISO / OSHAS
quality norms.
 The jointing of various precast RCC elements is proposed as ‘Wet Jointing’ i.e.
concreting with self-compacting concrete for achieving required rigid joints.
 Wind speed: High damage risk zone with basic wind speed (Vb=50m/sec) as per
IS875(Part-3) (Refer Wind Hazard Map of India)
 Design wind speed: Vz=Vb.k1.k2.k3.k4
k1 (Risk Coefficient) =1
k2 (Size factor) =as per height
k3 (topography factor) =1
k4 (importance factor) =1
• Wind Pressure (Pz) = 0.6.Vz2
• Wind pressure is converted into design wind pressure and then distributed at each
storey as wind force.
 Earthquake: Zone-III as per Seismic Zoning Map of India IS: 1893 (Part-1):2016
(Refer Earthquake Hazard Map of India)
 Designed as dual system with ductile RC structural walls and few special moment
frames in structural steel in both direction, Response Reduction Factor=5 (Table-9
iv of IS: 1893 (Part-1):2016), Z=0.16, I=1.2, R=5, Damping Ratio=5percent.
 Design Horizontal Seismic Coefficient (Ah)
Ah=(Z/2).(Sa/g).(I/R)
Sa/g is design acceleration coefficient for different soil types corresponding to natural
period (T) of building
 Design Lateral Force (VB)
 VB=Ah.W
 W is seismic weight of building
 3D dynamic analysis using response spectrum method using ETABS.
 Moment resisting forces are designed to resist the total design force in proportion to
their lateral stiffness.
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Precast slabs have rebar lattice girders projecting above precast surface. Whenever,
two or more panels are forming one slab of a room, such panels have in-situ topping
of reinforced concrete laid over slab after erection and the thickness of such screed
is as recommended in IS: 1893 / IS: 13920 there by making them “composite”.
Staircase is also of precast RCC.
Reinforced cement concrete used for floor elements are minimum M35 Grade and
minimum M40 Grade for vertical load bearing elements.
Thermal comfort levels are ensured as per IS: 3792 by selecting walling material
having thermal transmittance well within 2.56 W/m2K.
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4.3.4 Structural Design & Detailing
In order to carry out detailed structural analysis and design the following design inputs
have been considered:
Sub-Structure
a) Bearing capacity of the founding strata and type of foundation for various
buildings & structures shall be based on actual geotechnical investigations
conducted at respective sites. Accordingly, “Shallow Foundation” with safe
bearing capacity as recommended in Geotechnical Investigation reports was
adopted.
b) For seismic forces and wind loading, 25% permissible increase in the allowable
bearing pressure is considered while working out foundation sizes as per IS:
1893 and IS: 875 respectively.
c) The thickness of shallow foundations was deep enough to allow for necessary
anchorage (straight length for bars in compression & length including bend for
bars in tension) of column reinforcement.
d) Severe exposure condition is considered for the foundations/ substructure as
per tender stipulations and accordingly appropriate provisions as specified in
IS: 456-2000 as regards to clear cover, grade of concrete, cement content, watercement ratio etc. are complied with.
e) Minimum M35 grade of concrete has been used for RCC structural elements in
sub-structure.
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RCC Footing
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Stem Column
The typical stem column is of 450mmX450mm size and its’ height is upto the plinth
beam. Main bars consist of 4No 20 dia and 4 no. 16 dia. The grade of concrete used is
M40. Column core is formed by using EXPAMESH which acts as a sacrificial formwork to
maintain the dimensional accuracy. Clear cover to reinforcement is kept at 40mm. OPC
cement of grade 53 with C3A content (5% to 8%) has been used below ground level due to
high chloride content in the soil as recommended in soil investigation report.
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Precast Beams
As per the requirement of the building the various types of beam such as roof beam, floor
beam, plinth beam, and lintel beam were manufactured in the casting yard.
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Precast Column
Typical size of the precast column in ground floor and upper floors is 350mm by 350mm
having varying height depending upon the architectural requirement. Grade of concrete
used is M40 and clear cover to reinforcement is 40 mm demolding of side shutter is done
after 12 hours of concreting and 18 hours for bottom shuttering. Column core is formed
by using EXPAMESH which acts as a sacrificial formwork to maintain the dimensional
accuracy.
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Precast Slab
Floor/Roof slabs shall be composite Precast Reinforced Cement Concrete Solid
Slab. Precast slabs shall have rebar lattice girders projecting above precast surface.
Whenever, two or more panels are forming one slab of a room, such panels shall have
in-situ topping of reinforced concrete laid over slab after erection and the thickness of
such screed shall be as recommended in IS: 1893/ IS: 13920 there by making them
“composite”. Stair flight shall also be precast RCC. Reinforced cement concrete used
for floor elements shall be minimum M35 Grade and minimum M40 Grade for vertical
load bearing elements.
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4.3.5 Concrete & Reinforcement Steel Specifications:
The following specifications of concrete and steel have been used:
•

Isolated footing / combined footing have been used of varying size depending on the
load.

•

The footing is designed for SBC of 25 T/m2 as calculated in soil investigation
report.

•

After leveling off the ground 100 mm thick PCC is placed and depth of the footing
is 450mm.

•

M35 grade of concrete has been used with cover of 50mm. reinforcement has been
placed as per the drawings.

•

Dowels are left in place to place the precast stem column self-compacting concrete
is placed around the stem column for its alignment.

•

Anti-corrosive coating is applied on reinforcement in such sub-structure due high
chloride content in the sub soil.

•

Exposed surfaces of RCC in sub-structure have been applied with bitumen paint
before refilling.
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Chapter 5:
Description of Technology
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5.1 Details of Construction System
The construction system used in LHP at Chennai is one of the technologies from the broad
group of Precast Concrete- Concrete Components Assembled at Site. It is also popularly
known as 3S system, 3S stands for Strength, Speed and Safety including sustainability. 3S
system incorporates precast dense reinforced cement concrete hollow core columns, AAC
blocks for masonry (outer and partition walls), T/L/Rectangular shaped beams, stairs,
floor/roof solid Precast RCC slabs, lintels, parapets and chajjas.
Precast structural components are mostly casted in casting yard/factory. The units are
responsible for manufacturing of components, their designing, cutting and transportation
to the site. Casting yards /factory use predesigned steel moulds based on requirement of
the project.
Comparison with the Conventional Construction:
The prevalent conventional construction system in India are Load Bearing Structure
and Reinforced Cement Concrete (RCC) Structure which are primarily on-site construction using raw materials like cement, sand, aggregates, bricks etc.
Load bearing Structure
In this system, walls are constructed using bricks/stone/block masonry and floor/
roof slabs are of RCC/stone/composite or truss. It is cast in-situ system and called
load bearing system as load of structure is transferred to the foundation through
walls.
RCC Framed Structure
In this cast in-situ system, the skeleton of a structure is of RCC column and beam
with RCC slab. The infill walls can be of bricks/blocks/stone /panels. The load of the
structure is transferred through beams and columns to the foundation.

5.2 Advantages of Precast Construction over Conventional Construction
The Precast concrete Technology has a number of advantages over conventional construction.
Some of the important advantages are listed below:
• Precast construction use causes reduction in construction time.
• The controlled factory environment brings resource optimization, and improved quality,
precision & finish.
• Using industrial waste such as fly ash, GGBS etc., conserves natural resources.
• Increased safety on site
• Reduced wastage and non-generation of construction debris
• Minimizing air, water and noise pollution at work site.
• Minimal requirement of water for construction
• Elimination of use of timber / wooden scaffolding/ Shuttering.
• All weather site execution
• Cost saving due to compressed completion time and rental cost reduction
• Mechanized and standardized prefab products assure perfect and accurate shape/ size
of entire structure, uniform cover, dense concrete, correct placement of reinforcement,
high strength etc.
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5.3 Precast Structural Components Used
Columns: Columns are most important structural member as it transfers loads from beam
to foundation. Columns are casted in square, rectangular or circular in shape. These are
initially casted in the form of hollow section with arrangements of dowelled connections.
Beams: Beams are the horizontal components which transfers loads from slabs to the
columns. The sizes of the beam are designed to satisfy the structural requirement and
according to the sizes and shapes of the column provided. Typical depth of beam is 16
inch to 40 inch and typical width is 12 inch to 24 inch. Prefab beams and columns provide
flexibility in design, shape and application.
Beams and columns are produced with high strength concrete. It provides clean, finished
surface for structural aesthetic of the building.
Slabs- The prefabricated slabs are manufactured or casted in factory and transported to
the site by means of trucks etc. While erecting the slabs, silicon oil is spread over to its
surface and metal mesh is placed over it which is covered by the layer of 40 mm thick
slurry concrete of M25-30 grade (depending upon the requirements). Mesh and concrete
layer give strength to type prefab slabs.
Staircase- The pre-cast staircase consists of two flights which includes floor landing to
mid landing and mid landing to floor landing. According to design the reinforcements are
arranged and while placing the reinforcements the moulds are oiled. The mould is designed
in such a way that two flights staircase are cast at a time.
The basic materials used for making precast structural components are:
Concrete Conforming to appropriate grade based on environmental and structural
requirements condition as per IS 456:2000
Reinforcement Conforming to Fe 415 Grade or Fe 500 Grade as per IS 1786:2008
Concrete Mix is designed based on the requirements and available materials. For LHP
Chennai, Concrete of Grade M10, M15, M35 and M40 were designed keeping quality and
durability requirements into consideration by IIT Madras.
As the natural river sand and Aggregate are not available in Chennai, the design mix was
done using M sand and crushed aggregates.
Ground Granulated Blast Furnace Slag (GGBS) – an industrial waste from Steel industry
was used to the tune of 15% to 25%. Use of GGBS allows replacement of Ordinary Portland
cement, which in turn helps reducing CO2 emission. Use of GGBS further improves the
durability of concrete in aggressive environment. A typical Mix Design of M35 grade concrete
using GGBS is given below:
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5.4

Transportation of Components:

The precast components manufactured in factory/ casting yard are transported through
trailer trucks. The handling and transport of precast concrete elements are consistent with
their shape and design to avoid stresses which could cause cracking or other damages.
•

The components are transported on trailers and once the elements are lifted to load
on the trailer or unload on the site, it is lifted at the support points as specified in the
shop drawings.

•

During loading and storage, the precast concrete element is protected from staining
by using spacers of even thickness between each element

•

The precast concrete element is unloaded in designated storage area. The identification
marks on the panels are clear and visible.

•

The precast elements will be loaded and delivered on trailer with proper supports,
blocking, cushioning, etc. to minimize or prevent damage during transit.

•

Precast elements are stacked on trailers based on their geometry and are separated
and supported by dunnage aligned across the full width of each bearing location. The
transported elements are securely tied down to prevent overturning or sliding

•

The precast elements and their respective supports are positioned on the trailer so
as to ensure optimum orientation and installation, and avoid any unnecessary off
loading and double handling, whilst allowing for efficient and safe erection.

•

Upon arrival at site a visual inspection of the elements is made by the site supervisors
prior to unloading, to detect any defects that have occurred during shipping. A check
is also made to ensure that the name and identification of each unit match the delivery
note.

•

In the case of any defect, the site supervisor refers the unit to the assigned QC
personnel on site who will decide whether the unit is to be offloaded or sent back to
the precast plant / casting yard.

•

Prior to unloading the unit from the trailer, all the straps, chains, belts and bracings
shall be completely removed in a safe way to ensure the stability of the remaining
load.

•

After unloading, the belts, chains, bracings shall be properly secured in the trailer
chain tray and the trailer is then sent off the site.

•

In the event where unloading is not possible upon arrival, then the trailer is positioned
in a safe and secure location, parked, jacked and unhooked from the tractor unit. The
tractor unit is then sent off the site to collect the next delivery trailer.
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Precast components being received in truck at site
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5.5.

Installation of Components

Foundation is designed based on the prevailing soil condition and findings of geotechnical
investigation It is constructed using conventional cast-in-situ method. The precast plinth
beam is placed, and erection of prefabricated hollow core column is done.
Hollow core columns are erected with the help of power crane above substructure, over
which beams are integrated in the column notches followed by erection of slabs. Structural
continuity and robustness is achieved through wet jointing using Dowel bars/ continuity
reinforcement placed at connections and filling the in-situ self-compacting concrete in
hollow cores of columns. All the connections and jointing of various structural framing
components is accomplished through in situ self-compacting concrete/ micro concrete/
non-shrink grout as per design demand along with secured embedded reinforcement of
appropriate diameter, length and configuration to ensure monolithic, continuous, resilient,
ductile and durable behavior.
In order to get no eccentricity in columns, these are temporarily attached to the slab
below with the help of wire rope arrangement. Then the dowel bars are inserted in these
columns and grouting is done until the column is half filled with high strength selfcompacting concrete. Primary beams are then allowed to rest on these columns at the
notches as shown below. In order to check the level of beam, level flushing is done in
which, the floor-to-floor height is measured. If the level of beam is lower by significant
amount, then steel pads is used. After proper alignment, further four 20mm diameter steel
bars are passed through the stirrups of beam with the required lap length placed inside
the core of the column. Secondary beams are then placed keeping in view the location of
notches. Similarly, alignment is checked, and then further reinforcements are tied. Then
the prefabricated slabs are allowed to rest on the beams. Props are placed beneath to avoid
formation of cracks due to self-weight. Further, reinforcements are provided which connects
slab, beam, and columns together providing a stable and monolithic structure. This is
followed by constructing shuttering for the entire floor and screeding is done in which the
partially cast component attains their final dimensions. For the installation or erection of
staircase, notches are made in the columns while casting in which the beams are allowed
to rest. These beams are provided for supporting the mid-landing of the staircase. The
beam should be arranged properly so that the level of mid landing is exactly at a distance
equal the half of floor-to-floor height. After this the mid landing is allowed to rest on these
beams and reinforcements are then provided. Then the prefabricated staircase is placed
between floor landing to mid landing and then mid landing to floor landing.
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Structural Configuration of the system
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Beam – Column jointing
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Prefab technology used in the LHP provides with crucial factors such as stability of the
structure incorporating earthquake resistance, safety, adaptability to various climatic
conditions, thermal insulation, acoustic insulation and conformity to the codal provisions.
All the structural components are pre-engineered and manufactured in factories / site
factories with objective quality control resulting into dimensional accuracy, correctness
in spacing of reinforcement, uniform protective cover, full maturity of components and
assurance on design strength due to use of design mix concrete having minimal watercement ratio which ultimately results into durable structure.
5.6
Walling – Precast concrete structure is filled with AAC block masonry to
complete the superstructure
AAC Blocks: AAC blocks used for walling are light weight Aerated Autoclave Concrete
Block. It is manufactured through a reaction of aluminium powder and a proportionate
blend of lime, cement, and fly ash or sand. It is a green product with high thermal insulation
and sound reduction property.
Physical Properties of AAC Blocks as compared to Clay Bricks
Clay Brick

Property

Units

AAC Block

Size
Size Tolerance
Compressive
Strength
Normal Dry Density
Sound Reduction
Index

mm
mm

600 x 200 x (75 to 300),
± 1.5

230 x 75 x 115
± 05 to 15

N/mm2

3 – 4.5 (IS 2185 part 3)

2.5 to 3.5

Kg /m3

550 – 650

Db

45 for 200 mm Thick Wall

1800
50 for 230 mm
Thick Wall

Fire Resistance

Hrs.

2 to 6 (Depending on
Thickness)

2

0.16 – 0.18

0.81

0.04percent (Size of block)

-

Thermal Conductivity
W / m-k
“K”
Drying Shrinkage
percent

AAC Blocks has following advantages over Clay Bricks
Parameter
AAC Block
Clay Bricks
Structural Cost
Steel Saving Upto 15percent
No Saving
Requires less due to flat, even Requires more due to irregular
Cement Mortar for
surfaces & less number of
surface and a greater number
Plaster & Masonry
joints
of joints.
Speedy construction due to
Construction speed
its big size, lightweight & ease Comparatively slow
to cut in any size or shape
Quality
Uniform & Consistent
Normally varies
All kind of fitting and chasing
All kind of fitting and chasing
Fitting & Chasing
possible
possible
Availability
Operational Energy
Saving
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Anytime
Approx. 30percent reduction
in air-conditioned load

Shortage in monsoon
No such saving

5.7

Functional Parameters of the technology Used

Durability
Concrete and cover requirement are as per durability clause of IS 456: 2000, to ensure
adequate durability.
Fire Resistance Property of Block / Slab as Dwelling Unit
AAC blocks / Slabs used will have fire rating as per the NBC norms for dwelling units.
Thermal Behavior
Kvalue – 0.122 k cal/h/moc of AAC blocks.
Acoustic Comfort Test
For 150/100 mm ACC Wall, Sound absorption is 38 – 40 db
5.8

Structural Safety of the System

The Prefab construction system used in LHP Chennai conforms to relevant provisions of
Indian Standard Code related to prefabricated construction and National Building Code
(NBC) of India. It has successfully undergone testing/evaluation for different projects
from time to time for structural safety of the joints against vertical and lateral loads.
Evaluation of Structural Requirement of Joints
Against vertical load Full Scale load test on assembly of precast elements by ToR Steel
Research Foundation in India, Bangalore found it safe. Structural Design evaluation for
HIG – II Buildings at Powai by Shri H.P. Shah; Stanford University found that based on
the design concept, design calculation and detailing; the structure is safe against vertical
loads, seismic loads and the wind loads. Scrutiny of design for S+24 type buildings by IIT
Mumbai found it safe. Scrutiny of design details for Delhi project by IIT Roorkee found
jointing & connections ensuring monolithic, durable & ductile behavior.
Full Scale Testing against seismic and wind load - A Test was performed by Central
Building Research Institute, Roorkee BRI on full-scale building to establish behavior of
various joints under all design loads including seismic Zone IV. The experimental results
on Full Scale Building Structure demonstrated the desired performance and behavior of
the 3S system under all loading condition as envisaged. When designed for use in Zone V,
independent verification may be needed.

Full Scale testing
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Full scale testing at CBRI, Roorkee

Services:
It is important to preplan the plumbing and electrical services. No special requirement for
fixing of Services are needed. Services are fixed in similar way as is done.
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Chapter 6:
Construction Process
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6.

Preparatory Activities at site

6.1

Mobilization of Plant and Machineries:

Being industrialised precast technology, heavy equipment and machineries are required
for proper execution of work. Necessary machineries/ equipment was mobilised by the
agency as required. The list of the Plant and Machinery deployed at the LHP Chennai is
given below:
Table: Plant and Machinery used at Site
Sl. No
1
2

Particulars
Tower Crane
Backhoe loader

Quantity Available
05
02

3

Total Station

02

4

Auto Level

02

5

Tipper

01

6
7
8
9

Soil Compactor -12T
Needle Vibrator
Bar Cutting Machine
Bar Bending Machine

01
06
03
04

10

Stirrup Making Machine

02

11

Welding Equipment

07

12

Frequency converter

02

13

Plate Compactor

01

14
15
16
17
18

Transit Mixer
Concrete Pump
Hydra
Tractor
Open Truck

06
01
05
01
07

19

Batching Plant

01

20

Weight Bridge

01

21

Pick up

01

22

Mud Pump

06

23

Water Pump

04

24

Submersible Pump

11

25

Ambulance

01

26

D. G Set 125 KVA

05

27

D. G Set 62.5 KVA

01

28

QTK Crane

02

29
30
31

Skid Steer Loader
Winger
Front Loader

01
01
01

32

Winch Machine

04
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6.2
Laboratory Setup
It is mandatory to set up quality control laboratory at the site. Accordingly, a site lab
consisting of testing equipment was set up and periodic testing was done as required. The
list of testing equipment in the site lab is given below:
Table: List of Testing Equipment
Sr.
No
1
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Equipment’s Details
2000KN compression testing machine

Quantity available at
site laboratory (Nos)
01

2

Slump Cone set

02

3

Vicat apparatus with Desk pot

02

4

Weighing scale 100kg capacity

01

5

Set of GI sieves 4.75mm to 45mm

01

6

Set of Brass sieves 75 micro to 4.75mm

01

7

Cube mould 70X70X70 mm

09

8

Cube mould 150X150X150 mm

36

9

Hot air oven 300-degreecelcius

01

10

Electronic balance 10 kg -50kg

01

11

Digital thermometer up to150-degreecelcius

01

12
13

Measuring jars 100ml,200ml, 500ml
Gauging Trowels 100mm & 200mm with wooden
Handle

01
01

14

Verniercalipers 12” & 6” size (Normal)

01

15

Digital PH meter least count 0.01mm

01

16

GI tray 450X300X40MM, 300X250X40MM,
600X450X50MM

02

17

Mortar Cube vibrator

01

18

Hammer 1Ib & 2Ib with chisel

01

19

Le-Chatlier Apparatus+ Water Bath

01

20

Pressure Grouting Machine with accessories

01

21

Hot Pan with Tava

01

22
23

Flakiness and Elongation Index
Spirit Level

01
01

Laboratory for testing of materials at the site
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6.3

Placement of Manpower Resources

Being EPC project, it was tender requirement that a multi-disciplinary project team of
professionals including civil engineers, electrical engineers, mechanical engineers,
management and IT was deployed for smooth operation of the various activities involved in
the execution of the project from the start of the project.
The list of various professionals deployed by the construction agency as per the requirement
of the contract agreement is given below:

Sl.No

B G SHIRKE CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY PVT. LTD.
Construction of 1152 EWS (G+5) units at LHP site at Chennai
List of Technical Representative at site
Requirement of Technical
Minimum
Required
Designation
Staff
Experience Designation
of Technical
(years)
of
Technical
Staff
Qualification
Strength
staff
deployed at
(No)
site

1

Graduate

1

20

Project
Manager

a

Graduate (Civil/
Billing Engineer)

1

12

Deputy Project Construction
Manager
Manager

22

b

Graduate (MEP)
Engineer

1

12

Deputy Project Sr. Engineer
Manager

12

a

Civil Graduate
2
Engineer or
Diploma Engineer

5 to 10

Project

Dy.
Construction
Manager

22

site Engineer

Asst. Engineer 9

2

3

4
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Sr. DGM

Total
Experience
(years)

31

b

Civil Graduate
1
Engineer or
Diploma Engineer

5 to 10

Quality
Control
Engineer

Sr. Engineer

23

C

Electrical
1
Graduate
Engineer or
Diploma Engineer

5 to 10

Project/site
Engineer

Asst. Engineer 10

d

Graduate
Engineer/
MBA in project
Management

1

5

Planning
Engineer

Jr. Engineer

5

a

Civil Diploma
Engineer

4

5

Supervisors

b

Electrical Diploma 2
Engineer

3

C

Mechanical
and Plumbing
Engineer

2

5

Supervisors
Supervisors
Supervisors

Asst. Engineer
Jr. Engineer
Jr. Engineer
Jr. Engineer
Asst. Engineer
Jr. Engineer
Asst. Manager
Asst. Engineer

10
10
7
5
8
8
23
7

d

IT/
1
Communication /
MCA

5

IT Engineer

IT Manager

26

6.4

Setting up of casting yard:

The technology used in the project requires casting of various components like columns,
beams, slabs, staircase, sunshades and some other small components.
A casting yard was set up by the agency near the project site (within 0.5 km) for casting
of columns, beams, staircase, sunshades etc. Partially precast slabs were produced in
another precast yard few kilometres away from the site. All the precast components were
transported to site as per the erection schedule.

Manufacturing of column

One Tower crane was provided at Pre-casting yard for Shifting of PRECAST Components.
There were 32688 number of Precast components in Superstructure of the project which
took about 127 days (from February 2021- July 2021) to construct. There was 318 Moulds
deployed at site. A total of 6 pallets used for Slab Casting. On an average 260 components
were casted on a daily basis in the casting yard. About 5 Tower cranes were erected near
the buildings for erection of pre-casting Components constructed in the casting yard. The
Prefab components were erected, aligned and connected using SCC i.e. Self-Compacting
Concrete of appropriate grade along with secured embedded reinforcement.
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6.5

Casting of Structural Components

Each building in the LHP Chennai project consists of prefabricated components like beams,
columns, slab, staircase etc as per design. The requirement of these precast as assessed
from the structural drawings were sent to the factory for the fabrication of the required
component.
Moulds were fabricated with precision as per the required specifications. There was perfect
coordination between site engineers and casting yard for production of components. As per
prepared schedule and specification, the components were manufactured using designed
reinforcement, concrete and curing and transported to the construction site.
6.5.1 Precast Beams
As per the requirement of the building the various types of beams such as roof beam,
floor beam, plinth beam, and lintel beam were manufactured in the casting yard. A
total of 2724 Plinth beam and 13260 Typical floor beams were casted. The production
process involved placement of reinforcement, pouring of designed concrete, curing,
and testing.

Curing on Manufactured Precast Beams
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6.5.2 Precast Columns
The columns are as per the design requirements and include single core and multi-core
hollow columns. A total 1272 Stem Column and 8208 Typical floor columns were casted
for the project.
The construction of the columns is initiated by arranging the reinforcements as per the
design. Before placing the reinforcement, the pallet should be oiled properly. These columns
reinforcement is placed on the pallet along with the plates at the end to provide opening for
the notches. After this, the pallet is moved forward with the help of lorry. The core is then
inserted hydraulically. This is followed by pouring of concrete in the pallet with the help of
bucket. The concrete in bucket is poured from the batching plant. After pouring, uniform
spreading of concrete is done manually. For removing the voids, hydraulic vibrators are
provided below the pallet. Core is taken out after the setting of the concrete. Proper surface
finish is achieved with the help of floater machine. Further, the pallet is moved forward,
and the entire pallet is covered with the plastic, so as to use the moisture generated by the
heat of concrete is for curing.

Manufacturing of Precast Columns
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6.5.3 Precast Slab
As per the requirement of the structural design, 8064 slabs were cast. Before placing the
reinforcement, the pallet should be oiled properly. The reinforcement of the slab consists
of a mesh and lattice girder. The mesh and the lattice girder are fabricated with the help of
machines. These are the tied manually.
After this, the cover blocks are provided, and electrical conduits are placed. These
reinforcements are placed on the pallet and moved forward with the help of lorry. The
concrete is poured with the help of bucket having capacity of 3 cubic meters. The required
slump of concrete is maintained to ensure proper casting and smooth finish.
For removing the voids hydraulic vibrators are provided below the pallet. After pouring,
uniform spreading of concrete is done manually. Thereafter the concrete is compacted the
pallet is moved forward in the curing chamber or taken to stack yard for water curing as
the case may be.
For identification purpose the slabs are marked and then moved further for curing in the
stacking yard. Before dispatching the concrete 7-day curing is done.

Manufacturing of Precast Slab
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6.5.4 Precast Staircase
The pre-cast staircase consists of two flights which includes floor landing to mid landing
and mid landing to floor landing. According to design the reinforcements are arranged
and while placing the reinforcements the molds are oiled. The mold is designed in such
a way that two flights staircase are cast at a time. The reinforcements are inserted in the
mold manually. After this concrete is poured from the bucket with the help of remotecontrol cranes. After 24 hours the molds are removed and then lifted with the help of
cranes and placed in the stacking yard. Curing is done for 7 days for dispatching the
batch for erection to site. The prefabricated components after the curing are dispatched
with proper inspection and registration along with its date and time. These components
are then transported to the specified building site for erection purpose. The erection and
construction of the buildings are done according to the design.

Precast Staircase
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Construction Activities at Site:

Construction activities were as per Flow diagram given below:

6.6

6.6.1 Site Preparation
Removal of Encroachment
The Site earmarked for LHP had some encroachment. During the site visit, it was observed
that there were 5-6 scattered houses on the project site. TNSCB got the site cleared before
the start of construction.

Proposed site of LHP Chennai, Tamil Nadu
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Clearing of site
Site clearing is normally the first operation to be done before the layout to be set out.
It was observed that there was waterlogging of around 1.0m depth in approx. one acre
area of the site. The contractor dewatered and started preparing the site for construction.
Geotechnical investigation was started on the available land and was continued on the
remaining land after dewatering was finished and encroachment was removed.

Clearing of LHP Site
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Layout for excavation
After the site was cleared with the removal and disposal of all bushes, shrubs, fences and
loose boulders etc from the topsoil, the levelling was done for preparation of site for setting
out and excavation. After design and mobilisation are completed, the site was ready for
marking / setting out and excavation.

Layout marking for excavation
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6.6.2 Sub-Structure Work
Excavation
Due to incessant rains, the low-lying areas were waterlogged frequently during rainy season
requiring use of heavy pumps for dewatering. As the local soil was expansive and not good
for filling, it was brought from outside for filling.

Excavation of work at the LHP Site
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Foundation work:
Plate Load Test
•

•
•
•
•
•

Safe bearing capacity of 25t/m2 has been considered for design of isolated and
combined footing based on the soil investigation done at site by the construction
agency.
The construction agency also conducted plate load test to verify the SBC at
representative locations.
The plate load test was conducted at a depth of 3.0 m from ground level.
Plate used for test was 0.3mX0.3m having area of 0.09sqm. Capacity of the jack
200KN.
Least count of settlement gauge was 0.01mm and hydraulic pressure gauge of 10 kg/
sq.cm.
Load increment was done for 24 hrs. Maximum load applied was 576KN. The gross
settlement was 4.04mm which was well within the acceptable limit.

Plate Load Test at the LHP Site
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RCC footing:
As per geo-technical investigations, bearing capacity, soil strata, water table, etc. Typical
isolated footings along with some combined footings of varying sizes depending on the load
are provided.

RCC footing work
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Stem Column:
•
•
•
•

Precast stem columns are placed on the RCC footing.
Exposed surfaces of RCC in sub-structure have been applied with bitumen paint
before refilling.
Precast RCC Stem columns upto plinth level and connected with precast plinth
beam.
The stem columns have notches in which precast beams are placed.

Stem Column erection
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6.6.3 Super Structure:
a)

Industrialized 3-S (Strength, Safety, Speed) prefab method of construction is based
on mass produced precast structural components (columns, beams, shear walls,
slabs, stairs etc.) onsite or offsite.

b)

The methodology of construction includes assembly of precast RCC hollow columns,
beams and partially precast RCC solid slabs at site. The slabs shall have in-situ
reinforced concrete laid on top after erection thereby making them monolithic.

c)

The filler walls are of AAC blocks

d)

Composite precast RCC solid slabs, precast RCC solid beams (T shape/ L shape/
rectangular) and precast dense concrete reinforced hollow core columns shells
(core of which is concreted after erection using self-compacting concrete
with the provision for suitable reinforcement for effective jointing), are
manufactured in special steel moulds at site factory under stringent quality
control and ISO/ OSHAS quality norms are proposed for frame structure.

e)

The jointing of various precast RCC elements was done as ‘Wet Jointing’ i.e.
concreting with self-compacting concrete for achieving required rigid joints.

f)

Moderate exposure condition is considered for elements in super structure.

g)

Floor/Roof slabs shall be composite Precast Reinforced Cement Concrete Solid
Slab.

h)

Precast slabs shall have rebar lattice girders projecting above precast surface.
Whenever, two or more panels are forming one slab of a room, such panels shall
have in-situ topping of reinforced concrete laid over slab after erection and the
thickness of such screed shall be as recommended in IS: 1893/ IS: 13920 there
by making them “composite”. Stair flight shall also be precast RCC.

i)

Reinforced cement concrete used for floor elements shall be minimum M35 Grade
and minimum M40 Grade for vertical load bearing elements.

j)

Thermal comfort levels are ensured as per IS: 3792 by selecting walling material
having thermal transmittance well within 2.56 W/m2K.
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Super structure works of towers
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Precast Column in Superstructure
•
•
•

Hollow core precast columns are used which are filled with the self-compacting
concrete after placement of precast beams for monolithic joint.
A sleeve 60mm dia. is created in the column at the time of casting to insert a steel
rode with hook to lift the column.
A mesh of mild steel is placed in the hollow core column which acts as sacrificial form
work.

Assembly of precast columns and beam
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Precast RCC solid beams
•

•
•
•

Composite precast RCC solid slabs, precast RCC solid beams (T shape / L shape /
rectangular) and precast dense concrete reinforced hollow core columns shells (core
of which is concreted after erection using self-compacting concrete with the provision
for suitable reinforcement for effective jointing), are manufactured in special steel
moulds at site factory under stringent quality control and ISO / OSHAS quality
norms.
The jointing of various precast RCC elements is done as ‘Wet Jointing’ i.e. concreting
with self-compacting concrete for achieving required rigid joints.
The production process involved placement of reinforcement, pouring of designed
concrete, curing and testing.
Plinth beam – 2724 numbers and Typical floor beam – 13260 Nos were casted

Precast RCC solid beams at site
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Floors/ Slab:
•
•
•

After erection of beams and column, partially precast slabs are placed with required
bearing on the beams.
Finally the screed concrete (55mm thickness) is poured over the partially precast slab
to ensure monolithic continuous action and ductile behavior of the structure.
Structural integrity and monolithic behavior is achieved in this technology through
wet jointing using dowel bars/ continuity reinforcement placed at connection joints
and filled with in-situ self-compacting concrete of higher strength in hollow cores of
column.
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Erection of Floor/Slab

Autoclaved Aerated Concrete (AAC) Blocks for Wall
After construction of frame with precast beam column and slab, internal walls are
constructed using Autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) blocks having density 451-550 kg/
m3 as per IS 2185 (Part-3).

Erection of wall by Autoclaved Aerated Concrete (AAC) Blocks
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6.6.4 Finishing Work
Internal Finishes
This contains flooring, door & window work and painting works in residential as well as in
social buildings. The finishing items used are as follows:
Sl. No

Materials

Approved make

1

Doors

Pressed steel door frame with flush shutters and PVC doors
in toilets.

2

Windows

UPVC frame with glazed panel and wire mesh shutter are
used in windows.

3

Floor Tiles

Vitrified tiles are used in flooring in rooms and kitchen.

4

Bath/Toilet Tiles

Anti-skid ceramic tiles are used in bath & WC.

5

Common
Flooring

Kota stone flooring is used in Staircase steps.

6

Painting (External External surface made smooth with coarse putty before
walls)
painting work. Painted with paints of approved make.

7

Painting (Internal Surface made smooth with putty before painting work if
walls)
required. Walls painted with paints of approved make.

Area

Wall Finishes
Living Room/
Bedrooms/ Ceiling

Low VOC Acrylic washable distemper
Low VOC Acrylic washable distemper

Kitchen

Ceramic Tiles on all walls except inside the built-in
cupboard

Toilets/ Bath

Ceramic tiles on all walls upto 1800 mm height.

External Finishes

As per the architectural design

Flooring
Living room, Bedroom,
and Kitchen

Vitrified (600mmx600mm) laid as per CPWD specifications.

Toilets/ Bath/ Balcony

Anti-skid ceramic tiles 300mm x 300mm laid as per CPWD
specifications.

Staircase

Pre-Polished Kota Stone in single length of treads & riser
Skirting / Dado / Wall Cladding shall be matching with the
floor with adhesive, as given below

Skirting / Dado / Wall
(i)100 mm high skirting matching the floor material
Cladding
(ii) 100mm of tile skirting & 800mm of oil paint in line with
industry practice
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Electrical and Plumbing services:
The plumbing and electrical services were incorporated as done in conventional method of
construction i.e., chasing and filling. Details of fixture items included in the project are as
follows:
Internal Electrical Fittings in each Dwelling Unit
S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Description

Nos.

Tube Light Point
Bracket Light Point
Ceiling Fan Point
Exhaust Fan Point
6Amps Socket Point
16Amps Socket Point
AC Point
Geyser Point
Fan Regulator
Ceiling Rose
TV Point
Bell Push
Buzzer
SPN DB

3
7
2
2
7
5
2
2
2
5
2
1
1
1

Internal Plumbing Fittings in each Dwelling Unit
Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
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Description
EWC with PVC Flush Tank
Wsash Basin
CP Piller Cock
CP Waste Coupling 32 mm dia
CP Angular Cock
15mm dia PVC Connection Pipe
32mm dia flexible waste pipe
SS Sink
SS sink waste pipe 32 mm
CP grating plain
CP grating with pocket
20mm dia concealed stop cock
wall mixer
Two-way Bib cock
Health Faucet with 1mtr hose
Bib cock (long Body)
Soap dish holder
Towel rod 450mm long
Bib cock (Short)

Nos.
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

6.6.5 Social Infrastructure
Following amenity buildings were also constructed using Precast system:
Anganwadi: 2 No. Built up Area 99.44 sqmt
Ration shop: 1 No. Built up Area 46.56 sqmt
Milk Booth: 1 No. Built up Area 16.48 sqmt
Library Building: 1 No. Built up Area 49.23 sqmt
Commercial shop: 6 No. Built up Area 62.16. sqmt
6.6.6 On Site Infrastructure and Site Development Works
i)

Water supply: 3 underground tanks (capacity 1,36,000 litre each). There is automatic
system for pumping of water to overhead tanks on building roof top. If required,
pumping will be done two times during the day.

ii)

Sewerage system: 1 STP (SBR technology) capacity (550 KLD). Provision of wastewater
recycling is also done by providing two tanks of 5000 litre capacity each on roof top
of the building for flushing purpose.

iii)

External Electrification: Following Street lights, solar lights, Bollard Lights. Have
been provided
a)

Astronomical timer control has been installed to control 100% of outdoor
lighting.

b)

68 numbers of LED Street Light of 90W with luminous efficacy of 120 lm/W.

c)

10 no of LED bollard Light of 20W with luminous efficacy of 100 lm/W

d)

04 no of solar street lights of 60W with luminous efficacy of 140 lm/w.

iv)

PV Solar System: 3KWP X 12 Buildings = 36KWP capacity solar panels provided for
lighting of common areas.

v)

Storm Water drains: RCC drains with perforated covers.

vi)

Roads and Pathways: Bituminous, CC roads and pavers for pathways / Parking.

vii) Landscaping: As per the drawing landscaping covered 6781.75 Sqm. area
viii) Provision for Fire Fighting: As the building height is less than 18.3 m, there is no
requirement of NOC from local fire department. However, fire extinguishers (2 no. in
each block) have been provided. In addition, water from the underground tanks will
be available at the time of exigency.
ix)

Provision of lifts: Two lifts (one 8 passengers and one 13 passengers) have been
provided in each block. Total 24 lifts have been provided as per the requirement.

x)

Provision of Rainwater harvesting: Provision of 4 no. rainwater harvesting pits has
been made as per site area. The water table in the site area is already high and soil
condition is clayey, therefore extensive arrangement of rainwater harvesting is not
necessary.

xi)

Provision of solid waste management: At the time of handing over, no provision of
solid waste collection and disposal is made at site. The agency is advised to provided
one bin (big size as per requirement) for each block. The disposal will be done by the
Municipal staff on daily basis.

xii) Compound wall: precast RCC wall with fencing at top and entry gates (2 no.)
provided.
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Construction sequence of LHP Chennai through photographs

Excavation work for foundation

PCC and Shuttering for footings
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Shuttering and reinforcement work for footings

Casting of footings
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Erection of precast stem columns from footings

Precast plinth beam connection with stem columns

Placement of ground floor beam on columns
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Placement of partially precast slab

Reinforcement for screed concrete on partially precast slab

Monolithic RCC frame after screed concrete and wet jointing of beam, column and slab
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Erection of beams, columns and slab in upper floors

AAC block masonry work
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Externl plastering

External plastering
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Building after external plastering

External painting
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External painting

External painting
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Horticulture & landscapping work

Horticulture & landscapping work
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Horticulture & landscapping work

Horticulture & landscapping work
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Sewer Treatment Plant Building

Roof top solar panels
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Overview of project under completion

Overview of project under completion
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Completed Project Photographs
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Completed Project Photographs
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Completed Project Photographs
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Completed Project Photographs

Bedroom

Living Room
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Completed Project Photographs

Kitchen

Bathroom and WC
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Chapter 7:
Project Management
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7.1

Project Management

Multi-tier monitoring mechanism was adopted to maintain quality and timely completion
of the project as per approved Specifications and design. The arrangement is as shown
below:

LIGHT HOUSE PROJECT – CHENNAI
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Project Monitoring
Committee

MOHUA

BMTPC

24/7 Live Monitoring
of Progress

STATE GOVT.

State Level Nodal
Agency

Site Engineers of
BMTPC
ULB/City Nodal
Officer

LHP SITE

Third Party Quality
Monitoring Agency
CSB Cell of GIZ
Project Manager of
Construction Agency
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At the Ministry level, a Project Monitoring Committee under the Chairmanship of Secretary,
Housing and Urban Affairs and Joint secretary & Mission Director, Housing for All along with
representatives from BMTPC, CPWD, Resource Institutions (IITs and CBRI), IIT Chennai,
TNUHDB was set up which periodically reviewed the progress of the work, resolving any
important issues related to project both technical and administrative and guiding the
Project team and agencies for timely completion of the project.
Building Materials and Technology Promotion Council (BMTPC) as a Technical Partner for
GHTC-India, provided the necessary technical inputs as per the project requirements. An
experienced Civil engineer from BMTPC was deployed full time at LHP Chennai site for dayto-day supervision and monitoring of the project.

Review of LHPs by PMC Members

Further, the Ministry through its already identified event management agency i.e., Wizcraft
International set up the high-resolution CCTV and HD cameras at the site. Through these
cameras, high resolution live feed of the work on going at site was sent to Ministry for live
viewing. Two large screens were set up at the Ministry wherein live feed of groundwork was
available for the officials to view and take corrective action if needed. The 24/7 live telecast
of work at live site in the Ministry was a unique experiment which helped the officials see
the live work ongoing at the site, strength of labour at site, block wise progress and other
details. Also, weekly videos and photographs of the work was sent to the Ministry for
further dissemination.
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Live streaming of LHPs

The responsibility of the Project Team of the Agency (See), inter- alia, included preparation of phase wise (monthly) resource chart (materials, manpower and machinery), quality
control and assurance, execution and supervision of work based on the project execution
schedule as mentioned in contract conditions.
The Ministry on the GHTC-India website designed a module for the construction agencies
of LHPs to upload daily pictures of work in each site. The Agencies were required to upload
10 pictures out of which the central team would monitor and approve at least 4 for final
uploading. For this, the LHP construction agencies were given login IDs and passwords.
Through this, pictures of daily work progress could be uploaded on the website for the
general public to view especially on a particular date or period and in specific tower also.
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Further, at the State level, the State Government of Tamil Nadu nominated one officer for
entire implementation, monitoring of LHP. The nodal officer along with the technical team
visited the project site on a periodic basis and the briefing was sent to the Ministry for
corrective steps. For LHP Chennai, the State level Nodal Agency was Tamil Nadu Urban
Habitat Development Board (TNUHBD) and Mr. A. Selvamani, Superintending Engineer;
TNUHBD was nominated as Nodal Officer R. Sethupathy, Chief Engineer, TNUHDB for
State representative for Project Management Committee and G. Sekar, Executive Engineer,
Chennai Special Division I, for Program Engineer at LHP Project Site.
GIZ, which is a partner of MoHUA for Climate Change Programme also posted their Engineer/
architect fulltime for monitoring the progress and submitting independent report. These
weekly ground reports included qualitative and quantitative issues of each tower of the
project and were directly sent to MoHUA for independent analysis.
7.2

Quality Assurance

As per Contract Agreement, a “Quality Assurance” plan having Lot-size, number of
required tests and frequency of testing were finalized for day to day quality control and
assurance.
At the construction site testing lab for testing of compressive strength of concrete, setting
time, workability of concrete, sieving of sand etc. were functional for day-to-day Quality
Control and assurance.
Based on Quality assurance Plan testing were carried out and record maintained. At least
25percent of samples of materials including cement concrete cubes were sampled jointly by
construction Agency and Third-Party Quality Assurance (TPQA) Agency for testing either in
the site lab or NABL accredited laboratory.
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Testing of strength of concrete

For independent assessment of Quality of materials and construction, as per the contract
of Light House Projects, the bid for Third Party Quality Assurance (TPQA) for all 6 LHPs
were invited from Govt Institutions/Organizations/ Central PSUs. A total 16 Institutions/
Organizations participated in the process & IIT, Madras (CUBE) being lowest bidder was
awarded the TPQA work for all 6 LHPs including LHP at Chennai.
The main responsibilities of the TPQA Agency included:
•

Checking and reporting, whether work was being executed according to the designs
and specifications of the contract agreement and in accordance with the approved
drawings,

•

Ascertaining the quality of materials & components through test results, and
reporting any instances of deviations from accepted quality of construction materials,
workmanship and general quality of works at appropriate stages of construction

•

Submission of report on Quality Control Aspects on Monthly basis

For the entire duration of the project, the Monthly Reports were submitted on regular
basis including general observations on ongoing work & quality related issues. The quality
issues/ reports were forwarded to Construction agency for its compliance. The compliance
submitted by the construction agency on the issues were again checked & confirmed by
TPQA Agency, for its closure. IIT Madras (CUBE) has completed the Quality assurance work
of the project with the help of one of its Engineers regularly posted at site, intermediate
visit of experts, and a team at its Centre guiding and supervising all activities.
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7.3

Review by the Hon’ble Prime Minister

The LHPs are ambitious projects of Government, and the progress was monitored by the
highest level. A mid-term review of the Light House Projects including that of Chennai
was taken by Hon’ble Prime Minister on 03rd July 2021 where the progress of the projects
was shown through Ariel survey by drone. The construction agency briefed the Hon’ble
Prime Minister about the features of the project and showed the progress of the projects
including specific work in each block through live drone.

Review of LHPs by Hon’ble Prime Minister
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7.4

Site Visit to LHPs

The project has been visited by the officials of the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs,
Govt. of India, Engineers of project Management Unit placed at HFA Directorate in the
Ministry regularly to review the progress. On many occasions, the Secretary, MoHUA and
other officials of MoHUA visited the site for reviewing the progress of the work. In March
2022, Shri Manoj Joshi, Secretary, MoHUA, had inspected and reviewed progress of LHP
Chennai. Shri Joshi had chaired a meeting with concerned officials and other stakeholders
and also visited the sample flats.

Visit of Sh. Manoj Joshi, Secretary, HUA, Govt. of India
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Visit of Sh. Durgra Shanker Mishra, Former Secretary, HUA, Govt. of India

Visit of Sh. R. K. Gautam, Director (HFA-V), MoHUA, Govt. of India
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Visit of Sh. Hitesh Kumar, Principal Secretary, (Housing and Urban Development Department),
Govt. of Tamil Nadu

Visit of Sh. Govind Rao, Managing Director (TNUHBD), Govt. of Tamil Nadu

Govt. of Uttar Pradesh Task force visit to LHP Chennai
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7.5

Safety Management

The Construction Agency ensured adequate safety measures at sites with necessary
signages during construction and pre-casting which included Precautionary Signs for
Working on Machinery. Maintaining Hoists and Lifts, Lifting Machines, Chains, Ropes,
and other lifting tackles in good condition. Safety belts, protective equipment, helmet and
other protective equipment were provided to construction workers. Adequate measures to
prevent fires were also taken. Fire extinguishers and buckets of sand were provided in the
fire-prone area and elsewhere.
The workers and other site staff were trained by the trainers on the health and safety
measure to be followed while working for the project. Harness was mandatorily worn by
workers while working on height.

Health and safety training conducted by trained by the trainers
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A safety park displaying safety equipment were set up at the construction site for bringing
awareness on safety tools and instructions.

Health and safety training conducted by trained by the trainers
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7.6

Signages

Health and safety signages help educating the construction workers in preventing injury
and keeping themselves aware of health hazards while working. The construction agency
had placed different signages as shown below across the site. They also conducted training
and awareness program for the labour and staff on health and safety periodically.

Health and safety signages at the LHP site
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Health and safety signages at the LHP site
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7.7

Labour welfare facilities

The Construction Agency had taken care of Welfare measures for construction workers
during the entire period of the project. Welfare measures/ facilities provided include the
following:
•

Awareness training for housekeeping workers

•

First Aid facility At the LHP Site

•

Neat and clean Labour colony at the site

•

14 Male Toilets and 8 open Shower area.

•

09 Female Toilets and 5 Bathrooms.

•

Drinking water facilities

•

Regular medical camp conducted for COVID 19 for vaccination and testing at site.

•

Thermal screening of staff and labour at main entrance of site.

•

All working platform of top mast painted with red colour to indicate the level and to
avoid over run of working platform.

Covid-19 vaccination of labours
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M/s B.G.Shirke, had provided accommodation facilities/shelter, adequate number of
separate toilets facilities for male and female, washing facilities, creche/daycare centre for
children’s of labour, a place to warm up and eat the food, drinking water facilities etc. at
the site as basic facilities for construction workers and their families.

Facilities for labour at the LHP Site
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7.8

Timeline of the Project

7.8

Identification of Beneficiaries

The beneficiaries for Light House Project, Chennai have been identified by the State
Government of Tamil Nadu as the operational guidelines of Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana
–Urban.
The beneficiaries of LHP Chennai are belonging to the Economically Weaker Section (EWS)
and have paid Rs. 1.5 Lakh for house. The allotments of these houses are on the name of
the female households of the family.

Beneficiaries of LHP Chennai

7.9

Post Construction Operation and Maintenance

After completion of the project in all respect, a Completion Certificate was obtained by
the Construction Agency from Chennai Metropolitan Development Authority. The project
was handed over to Tamil Nadu Urban Habitat Development Board (TNUHDB) with all
documents and inventory list of all works.
A Resident Welfare Association has been formed by the Resident Beneficiaries for managing
the maintenance and operational activities. Normal routine maintenance of the LHP will be
the responsibility TNUHDB). However, for any remedial measures pertaining to structural
issues/ major distress occurring in the LHP will be taken up by the agency at their own
cost for a period of five years from the date of completion of project. A team of Civil,
Electrical and Plumbing Engineers gas been deployed by the agency for one year to take
care of routine maintenance and operation of building and infrastructure works
The agency has also provided the required maintenance Manuals and will be providing
necessary training to officials of TNUHDB regarding relevant measures required.
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Chapter 8:
GRIHA & Aspects of
Thermal Comfort
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8.1 Thermal Comfort:
The LHP Chennai is well planned with more than 11% green area keeping functional needs
of prospective occupants in mind. Dimensions of habitable rooms, Kitchen, bathroom, toilet
conform to the requirements of National Building Code. Planning takes care of requirements
of proper orientation, air circulation, accessibility and thermal comfort. Thermal Comfort
Housing for families belonging to low- and medium-income group is focused for urban
households in India. The design of the new affordable housing must ensure acceptable level
of thermal comfort for the occupants without the use of air-conditioning, which majority
of the occupants are unable to afford. A proper design of building envelops to generate the
required thermal comfort in affordable housing is a critically important.
The LHP in Chennai with Precast Concrete Technologies – Components assembled at site
has been planned and constructed with such specification and layout which would give
better thermal comfort compared to conventional construction. GIZ was assigned the task
of studying aspect of thermal comfort in LHP project.
The term ‘thermal performance’ generally relates to the efficiency with which something
retains or prevents the passage of heat. Typically, this is in relation to the thermal
conductivity of materials or assemblies of materials. Materials which are regarded as having
a good thermal performance are those which also tend to be good insulators, i.e., they do
not readily transmit heat. In contrast, materials with poor thermal performance tend to be
better conductors of heat and therefore will allow heat to transmit more quickly.
In summer when external temperatures can be much hotter outside than inside a building
with poor thermal performance overall, will allow more heat to pass through and so will
be hotter inside – than one with a good thermal performance. The thermal behaviour of a
building’s fabric is also affected by conditions such as seasonal and temperature changes;
daily diurnals (i.e., the difference between highest and lowest temperatures in 24 hours),
the amount of solar gain and shading, incoming and outgoing heat radiation, water and
moisture absorption, air movement, infiltration, pressure differences and so on. Thermal
performance has become a critical consideration in the design of buildings.
Exact prediction of performance requires a complete understanding of material properties,
the processes involved in the interaction of the material with external environment, and
the environmental factors to which it will be subjected. Test methods can be used to
supplement knowledge and experience in predicting performance.
8.2

Thermal performance of LHP Chennai vs Conventional Construction

Energy codes for new buildings are an important regulatory measure for ushering energy
efficiency in the building sector. Eco Niwas Samhita 2018 (Part-I: Building Envelope) was
launched in 2018 to set minimum building envelope performance requirements to limit
heat gains (for cooling dominated climates) and to limit heat loss (for heating dominated
climates), as well as for ensuring adequate natural ventilation and day lighting potential.
The code provides design flexibility to innovate and vary important envelope components
such as wall type, window size, and type of glazing, and external shading to windows to
meet the compliance. LHP Chennai was evaluated on the parameters of ENS compliance
based on the building material and configuration adopted in the project.
A Simulation approach was made to showcase the benefits of thermal performance of LHP
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Chennai’s specifications to the conventional construction method. Based on Simulation
results, there is a temperature difference of 2.60 Celsius in the indoor temperature (@3pm
of a typical day in summer month) of the bedroom between LHP Chennai specifications &
Conventional method. Also, the annual discomfort hours are lesser in LHP Chennai than
in the conventional method.
Some of the key features of LHP Chennai observed are as follows:
•
Residential Envelop Transmission Value (RETV) is 25% better than the conventional
case making it 15% more energy efficient.
•
Embodied energy is reduced by 20% due to use of GGBS in cement concrete mix
•
Electricity saving due to less construction time is estimated to 6 Lakh kWh.
•
This is led to a total carbon mitigation of 4000 tons of CO2 emissions.
•
The results clearly shows that the thermal performance of LHP Chennai is better than
a conventional building
The Table 1 & 2 below includes the comparison of the building envelope components for a
conventional construction versus the specifications of the LHP Chennai.
Table 1: Envelope Components – Conventional & LHP
Components

Conventional Building LHP Chennai
(Conventional Case)
(LHP Case)

Wall material

Burnt
wall

Roof material

Reinforced
Cement RCC precast slab with Brickbat
Concrete (RCC) Slab
Koba

Window
frame

Glass

Red

clay

brick 150 mm Autoclaved
Concrete (AAC) block

Aerated

& Steel frame with 5mm Unplasticized Polyvinyl Chloride
clear glass
(uPVC) frame with 5mm clear
glass

Table 2-a: Conventional Construction Envelope Details
Envelope
Type

Conventional Case - Construction
Configuration

Wall

Interior Surface Film resistance +
Internal Cement Mortar (12 mm) +
Brick Wall (230mm) + External Cement
Mortar (12 mm) + Exterior Surface film
resistance

3.75 W/
m2K

Roof

Interior Surface Film resistance +
External Cement Mortar (18mm) +
RCC slab (150mm) + Internal Cement
Mortar (12mm) + Exterior Surface film
resistance

2.8 W/
m2K

Fenestration
& Glazing

Steel framed Single Glazing Unit (SGU)
with 5mm glass, SHGC = 0.84, VLT =
0.89

6.2 W/
m2K

Void

Assumed SHGC = 1, VLT = 1

7 W/
m2K

RETV

Residential Envelope Transmittance
Value (North-South Blocks)

15.1 W/
m2
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Section

U
Value*

Table 2-b: LHP Chennai Construction Envelope Details

Envelope
Type

LHP Case - Construction
Configuration

Section

U
Value*

Wall

Interior Surface Film resistance +
Internal Cement Mortar (12 mm)
+ AAC Block (150mm) + External
Cement Mortar (20 mm) + Exterior
Surface film resistance

0.97
W/m2K

Roof

Interior Surface Film resistance +
Precast slab (75 mm) + screeding (55
mm) + Brick Bat (100 mm) + External
Cement Mortar (75mm) + Exterior
Surface film resistance

1.79
W/m2K

Fenestration UPVC framed SGU with 5mm glass
& Glazing
thickness, SHGC = 0.84, VLT = 0.89

5.8 W/
m2K

Void

Assumed SHGC = 1, VLT = 1

7 W/
m2K

RETV

Residential Envelope Transmittance
Value (North-South Blocks)

11.8
W/m2

* Thermal transmittance (U-value) of materials is referred from Eco-Niwas Samhita 2018
(Energy Conservation Building Code for Residential Buildings), Part I: Building Envelope.
LHP Chennai is constructed with AAC blocks for the wall and, Brickbat Koba, Precast slab,
concrete flooring is used for the Roof and UPVC frames are used for the windows.

8.3

Embodied Energy and Carbon Mitigation

Embodied Energy is the sum of all energy used in the construction process from the
extraction of raw material, manufacture of material, fabrication of product to their
transportation and installation of buildings. Cement and steel are the major contributors
of embodied energy in building construction in LHP Chennai.
The construction in LHP, Chennai is having a lower embodied energy as compared to
the conventional building, which is built primarily with brick, mortar, concrete and steel.
Ground granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBS) Cement has been used in the construction of
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LHP Chennai, which has many advantages including improvement of workability, durability
and strength of concrete. In the construction of LHP, there is a direct replacement of
25% of cement has been done by GGBS, which reduces the overall embodied energy by a
minimum of 20%.
Sustainable intervention like cement usage reduction through GGBS, electricity usage
reduction during construction time has led to significant carbon mitigation as well from
the construction of LHP Chennai. It has been estimated that the total carbon mitigation is
around 4,000 Tonnes of CO2.
8.4

Electricity usage reduction during construction

Bad construction practices cost energy at the construction site. This was avoided in two
ways 1) Better Layout planning and less movement of fluids 2) Less construction time due
to its innovative 3S Prefab technology. Overall, the construction time with new technology
in LHP Chennai is shortened by typically from 18 to 24 months due to use of innovative
technology, thus saving due to lower construction time reflects in avoidance of temporary
construction electricity billing to the tune of 30,000 kWH per month making it a total
saving of more than 6 Lakh Units in LHP Chennai.
8.5

Inferences

A temperature difference of 2.6 degree Celsius in bedroom space between conventional &
LHP site configurations. It is inferred that the LHP Chennai construction provides better
thermal comfort compared to a Conventional construction, due to the selection of materials
with better thermal performance and prefab construction technique with dimensional
accuracy, correctness in the spacing of reinforcement, uniform protective cover, and
assurance of design strength due to the use of design mix concrete having minimal watercement ratio which ultimately results into the durable structure.
8.6

GRIHA Affordable Housing (GRIHAAH) Rating

Light House Project in Chennai aimed for 4-star GRIHA Affordable Housing rating. The
rating mainly focuses on sustainability in the affordable housing segment. The rating
process was coordinated & documented by Green Consultant M/s PEC Greening India,
Pune on behalf of Contractor M/s BG Shirke.
Three site visits by the GRIHA officials for monitoring the implementation of the claimed
green measures were undertaken on the site. GRIHA (Green Rating for Integrated Habitat)
is country’s own green building rating system and significant strategy in the National
Mission of Enhanced Energy Efficiency to reduce emission intensity of its Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) and is an integrate part of our nation’s mitigation strategy for combating
global warming and climate change.
The rating variant called ‘GRIHA for Affordable Housing) ‘is aligned to PMAY-U. The rating
evaluates the environmental performance of residences holistically over its entire life cycle.
The rating thus provides a definitive standard for what constitutes a ‘green building’ as it
is a dedicated assessment cum rating tool, and pre –fed calculator system.
GRIHA Affordable Housing (GRIHA AH) system is a 100-points system consisting of 30
criteria. The criterions are divided into 6 broad sub-groups of site planning, Energy
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Occupant Comfort, water saving, wastes Management, Sustainable Building Materials and
social aspects.
Different levels of rating (1 star to 5 stars) are awarded based on the number of points earned.
The minimum requirement of points is 25. The Rating threshold is as given below:

Sl. No

Points

GRIHA AH Ratings

1

25-40

1 Star *

2

41-55

2 Stars **

3

56-70

3 Stars ***

4

71-85

4 Stars ****

5

>86

5 Stars *****

LHP Chennai project was evaluated for GRIHA rating and was awarded **** rating
with overall 73% points.
Highlight of Findings:
Some of the important findings of GRIHA is given below:
1) Site selection - Environment clearance, drawing approval from the Authority,
2) Availability of Water- provision of potable water supply and electrification made.
3) Low Impact Design
a) Light coloured external surfaces to reflect solar radiations- Light coloured
Scheme has been used in all the external facades to in order to reduce the heat
gain through walls.
b) Buffer spaces in unfavourable orientation- All the service area are located in
unfavourable orientation
c) Shadow Analysis-Building does not obstruct solar access of the neighbouring
building
d) Massing of the building-20 % of radiation has been achieved by massing
4) Reduction in air and Soil Pollution During Construction
To minimize air and water pollution following measures taken
i)

Provision of 3 m high barricading along the periphery of site.

ii) Provision of gravel bed on the vehicular entry /exit.
iii) Stack height of DG above the breathing level.
5) Envelop of Thermal Performance
a) Peak heat gain of building is 13.54 W/m2, which is less than the threshold of 40
W/m2 for compliance zone.
b) Peak cooling load is 290.25 W/m2, less than the threshold of 350 W/m2 for
composite climate zone.
6) Occupant Visual comfort ( day light)
a) 6mm single glazing unit with U value- 5.7 W /m2 K, VLT 9 Visual Light.
Transmittance) =0.89 and Solar Factor= 0.82 is installed in building.
b) 83 % of total living area meets the UDI requirements as per the criterion.
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7) Efficient Lighting
a) Astronomical timer control has been installed to control 100% of outdoor
lighting.
b) 68 numbers of LED Street Light of 90W with luminous efficacy of 120 lm/W.
c) 10 no of LED bollard Light of 20W with luminous efficacy of 100 lm/W
d) 04 no of solar streetlights of 60W with luminous efficacy of 140 lm/w.
8) Energy Efficient Equipment
Star BEE rated Transformer and motor has been used
9) Renewable EnergySolar PV panel of capacity 36 kWp has been installed.
10) Energy MeteringDedicated energy meters have been installed at outdoor spaces and indoor common
area and for renewable energy system.
11) Efficient Use of Water during Construction: To reduce consumption of
potable water during construction:
•

Use of gunny bags/hessian cloth and ponding technique for curing.

•

Use of additives to reduce water requirements during curing.

12) Optimization of building & landscape water demand: low flow fixtures
with following flow rates have been installed:
•

Flow rates of WC: 6/3 lpf

•

Flow rates of kitchen faucets: 6 lpm

•

Flow rates of lavatory faucets: 6 1pm

•

Flow rates of showers: 6 1pm

As per calculation, annual base case landscape water consumption has been be
16,533.92 kl and annual design case has been be 11,047.90 kl. Thus, project
demonstrates reduction of 33.18% in the annual landscape water consumption
against GRIHA AH base case.
13) Water Reuse
SBR based STP capacity 550kld has been installed on site.
14) Water Metringwater meters have been installed at eater supply and STP.
15) Construction Waste Management -construction waste has been segregated
and sold to the recyclers.
16) Post Construction Waste Management
multi-colored bins has been provided at each floor and at site level
for segregation, storage and disposal of wastes.
17) Reduction

In

Environmental

Impact

of construction

a) Batch mix of M-35 and M40 grade of concrete indicates t h a t more
than 15% of OPC was replaced with GGBS.
b) Autoclaved Aerated Concrete blocks which uses fly ash and is
environment friendly material has been used.
18) Use Of Low-Environmental Impact Materials In Building Interiors 84.91 % of
material are low environmental impact material.
19) Use of Recycled Content in Roads and Pavements-18% of fly ash is used
in construction of pavements by volume for 100% of the pavements used on
site.
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20) Facilities for Construction Workers
•

The project has demonstrate compliance with NBC (2016) safety norms for
providing the necessary safety equipment and measures for construction
workers.

•

There has been for provisions for drinking water, hygienic working & living
conditions and sanitation facilities for the workers.

•

Cretch facility has been provided for children of construction workers.

21) Universal Accessibility
•

Lift: Braille button and handrail has been installed.

•

Ramps: Ramps has been installed at the entrance of each block

•

Toilets: DA toilet as per NBC norms has been provided near the commercial
block.

22) Proximity to Transport and Basic Services
The threshold for average distance of basic services from the main entrance of
project has been met with 76.67% as compared to the pre-defined base case.
Following basic facilities are located near the project site.
•

School - 220 m

•

Parks- 300 m

•

Pharmacy - 600 m

•

Hospital - 700 m

•

Restaurant - 350m

•

Vegetable store - 350 m

Market has been designed within the site with following facilities:
•

Market space

•

Drinking water facility

•

Toilet facility

•

Waste management

23) Additional Measures
Following strategies has been adopted on site:
•

Pre-cast slab: Pre-cast slab has been used to reduce embodied energy of
structure application

•

Charging Point: E-vehicular charging point was provided in the project.

•

Heritage conservation: Photographs of the local heritage monuments and
culture has been displayed in the common areas of the project.

•

Gender neutral toilets: Gender neutral toilet was provided in the commercial
area.
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Chapter 9:
Project Inauguration
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9.1

Inauguration by the Hon’ble Prime Minister on 26th May 2022

Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi inaugurated Light House Project (LHP) in
Chennai, Tamil Nadu on Thursday (26 May 2022), constructed under Global Housing
Technology Challenge-India (GHTC-India). The event was held at JLN Indoor Stadium in
Chennai, wherein Hon’ble Prime Minister dedicated the LHP Chennai to the nation. Hon’ble
Governor of Tamil Nadu Shri RN Ravi and Hon’ble Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu Shri MK
Stalin were present on the occasion. Secretary, Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs
(MoHUA), other officials of the Ministry and BMTPC also attended the event.

While inaugurating the LHP, Hon’ble Prime Minister said, “I congratulate all those
getting a house under the historic Light House Project at Chennai under the Pradhan
Mantri Awas Yojana. It was a very satisfying project for us. We had started a global
challenge to get the best practices involved in making homes that are affordable,
durable and environmentally friendly. In record time, the first such LHP has been
realised and I am glad it is in Chennai.”
Some beneficiaries of LHP Chennai were also present on the occasion and five among them
were given the keys to their houses by Hon’ble Prime Minister.
LHP Chennai is the first one to be completed among the other LHPs located at Indore,
Rajkot, Ranchi, Agartala and Lucknow. The 1,152 houses at LHP Chennai are spread
across 12 towers and 6 floors with basic infrastructure such as internal water supply,
sewer lines, internal electrification, internal roads, lifts, LED Street lights, solar streetlight
system, sewerage treatment plant, rainwater harvesting, etc., in place. It also comprises of
anganwadi, shops, milk booth and library for the ease of families living inside the premises.
The Completion Certificate of LHP Chennai is at Annexure 3.
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Hon’ble Prime Minister during the inauguration of LHP Channai
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Ministry officials during the inauguration of LHP Channai

Completed Light House Project (LHP) Channai
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Beneficiary Testimonial
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Beneficiaries of Light House Project (LHP) Channai
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9.2

Challenges And Opportunities, Learnings from The Ground

There has been a lot of challenges from very start of the project. Initially there were few
encroachments in the site which were removed by the authority.
•

Being low lying area, the site encountered frequent flooding due to heavy rains in
Chennai. On regular basis heavy pumps had to be deployed to drain out the water
to perform the bplatre load testing and subsequent foundation work.

•

The land required filling upto 2.5 m. Suitable filling materials were not available
locally and it had to be brought from outside for filing. Due to filled up land and highwater table (at 2m depth), excavation and foundation work faced great challenge.

•

Concrete making also faced challenge as water available from bore hole was not
potable and suitable for concrete. Precast Concrete slab had to be brought from
factory located at about 40 km from the site. Transportation of the elements was
also a big challenge.

•

As the work progressed the cost of Steel cement and other materials gone very
high making the components costlier than anticipated. Above all the restriction
imposed due to first and second wave of COVID-19 Pandemic made movement of
materials/ components difficult and keeping the labours intact.

Despite various constrains, due to better Project Management and Planning the work
was carried out as planned. Precast system, being a mechanized industrialized system
with production of components in a controlled condition could face the adverse weather
condition without affecting the progress at site.
The success of the project in time may be attributed to the following
•

Code of practice of the precast system used is well defined by the agency.

•

Good Project Management.

•

Deployment of material, equipment, and human resources as per need.

•

Good planning of supply chain of precast components and other materials.

•

Well trained artisans executing the erection and other works with focus on safety.

•

Regular flow of finance from the MoHUA commensurate with the physical
progress.

•

Good quality Assurance plan with timely intervention and solutions in case of any
technical or administrative issues.

•

Overall Good coordination of MoHUA, state Government, BMTPC, Construction
agency, and TPQA agency

The success of LHP at Chennai, Tamil Nadu was achieved with proper project planning
including financial planning with regular flow of funds. There had been smooth flow of
funds commensurate to the physical progress of the project with all necessary approvals
as per Contract Agreement. The State Government of Tamil Nadu also released the State
and beneficiaries share in time to the Escrow Account of BMTPC and at no time work was
affected for want of release of funds from MoHUA.
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Chapter 10:
Live Laboratories:
Knowledge Dissemination
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Live Laboratories
To facilitate mass replication of these new-age innovative technologies, Ministry of
Housing and Urban Affairs (MoHUA) has started nationwide trainings and pool of experts’
initiatives.
The Light House Projects (LHPs) are being promoted as Live Laboratories for different
aspects of transfer of technology to the field which includes planning, design, production
of components, construction practices and testing. These six ‘light house projects’ are
serving as live laboratories for evaluation, assessment, certification, standardization, skill
development leading to adapting and mainstreaming these technologies in India.
The primary goal of making these LHPs as Live Laboratories is to encourage large scale
citizen participation and create technical awareness for on-site learning, multi-stakeholder
consultation, find ideas for solutions, learning by doing, experimentation and encouraging
innovation, thereby mainstreaming the globally identified proven innovative technologies
under GHTC-India in Indian context.

10.1 The Technograhi Initiative
MoHUA launched an Online Enrolment Module for all stakeholders to register themselves
to visit these pilot projects to learn the use of latest innovative technologies, innovate
and adapt as per their local needs and contexts as TECHNOGRAHIS of new construction
technologies.
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To facilitate mass replication of these new-age innovative technologies, MoHUA started a
nationwide trainings and pool of experts’ initiatives – TECHNOGRAHIs. It includes faculty
and research students, technical professionals, Central/States/ULB officials, construction
agencies, builders/ developers, start-ups/ entrepreneurs/ innovators, and other concerned
stakeholders. So far, close to 36,000 stakeholders have enrolled themselves and have
visited the LHP sites or have received training through different mediums. They are being
exposed to the innovative construction technologies through onsite activities as well as
through offsite Workshops/ Webinars, Webcasting, Mentoring on Technical know-how/
Module etc.

Technograhis are Change Agents of innovative and sustainable technologies who will bring
about technology transition in the construction sector for its adoption & replication in the
country. They will act as catalysts to transform the Urban Landscape for New Urban India
to fulfil the vision of AatmaNirbhar Bharat. Concerned stakeholders can enrol themselves
as TECHNOGRAHIS through a simple online procedure available at https://ghtc-india.
gov.in/.
10.2 LHP E-Newsletter
The monthly E-Newsletter of LHPs captures the progress of the projects at each LHP location.
Technograhis and other stakeholders get updates about the sites through the write-ups,
photographs which subsequently helps in knowledge dissemination. The Newsletter also
promotes a healthy competition among the six states regarding the progress of each state
as it specifically covers the progress made at the LHP locations with photographs and
a detailed summary of the work being done. The Newsletters can be downloaded from
https://ghtc-india.gov.in/Content/eNewsletter.html.
10.3 GHTC-India website
MoHUA through BMTPC has made available a vast collection of knowledge material and
engaging learning content for the Technograhis on GHTC-India website. The six LHP
State-specific e-booklets have also been uploaded for structured information about each
site. They give an idea about the technical specifications, an insight into each technology
and other details. These booklets are one-stop guide for technocrats for information
exchange. The Technograhis e-learning modules which have detailed videos on description
of technologies and the construction process. These are also supported by FAQs and
inputs from various experts in this field. Compendiums on indigenous building materials,
innovative technologies and prospective emerging technologies are also available on the
web.
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10.4 Webinars & e-courses for Technograhis
Technograhis are exposed to the innovative construction technologies through onsite
activities to learn different phases of use of innovative technologies in LHPs as well as
through offsite Workshops/ Webinars, Webcasting, Mentoring on Technical know-how/
Module etc. To further foster an environment of research and development in the country,
MoHUA initiated ‘e-Learning sessions and webcasting of LHP’s construction process’ to
widespread the knowledge about the technology, construction process, sustainability, and
mass-cum-fast construction to TECHNOGRAHIs. The main purpose of conducting these
webinars/training sessions was to create awareness of the different technologies used in
the construction of Light House Projects through technical session and webcasting of work
at site. Series of webinars on LHPs including of Chennai created awareness of the different
technologies used in the construction of LHPs through technical session by domain experts
and live webcasting of work at site.

Webcasting on LHP Chennai in progress

10.5 RACHNA-Resilient, Affordable and Comfortable Housing Through National
Action
MoHUA in partnership with GIZ and BMTPC conducted 75 trainings and capacity buildings
events under the name RACHNA under Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsava. These RACHNA trainings
were attended by over 5,000 participants across 30 cities. The focus of these trainings is on
creating awareness among stakeholders on thermal comfort, its necessity in the affordable
housing sector and ways to achieve it. The training programs delivered in-depth knowledge
on thermal comfort, material influences, and its relationship with building physics.
Particularly on LHP Chennai and the innovative technologies being used, series of trainings
were conducted with multi-stakeholders with an aim to spread the technical awareness on
the use of technology and the process of construction. The details are as follows:
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Training

Completed
Date

Venue

Location

1 Awareness Training

07.12.2021

Puducherry Smart
City Development
Limited

Puducherry

2 Awareness Training

17.12.2021

LHP

Chennai

3rd & 4th
March 2022

LHP

Chennai

Awareness drive in
4
architectural colleges

10.03.2022

Chettinad
Architectural
College

Chennai

5 Technograhi Webinar

13.04.2022

LHP

Chennai

6

Awareness drive in
architectural colleges

16.05.2022

Reva University

Bengaluru

7

Vocational Training for
Construction Labour

19.05.2022

SPR

Chennai

8

Vocational Training for
Construction Labour

9th & 10th
June 2022

Renaissance
Reserva

Bengaluru

9

Training for Professionals/
Practitioners

16th & 17th
June 2022

Simsan hotel

Chennai

Awareness drive in
architectural colleges

17th & 18th
June 2022

BMS College

Bengaluru

11 Training for Govt Officials

30.06.2022

PWD

Bengaluru

12 Training for Govt Officials

05.07.2022

Karnataka Housing
Board

Bengaluru

13 Technograhi Webinar

14.07.2022

LHP

Chennai

14 Training for Govt Officials

15.07.2022

Hotel Bhimas

Chennai

29.07.2022

Hotel Aditya

Hyderabad

2nd & 3rd
August 2022

SPA College

Vijayawada

No

3

10

Vocational Training for
Construction Labour

15

Training for Professionals/
Practitioners

16

Awareness drive in
architectural colleges
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Glimpses of trainings and Capacity Building Sessions
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Glimpses of trainings and Capacity Building Sessions
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Glimpses of trainings and Capacity Building Sessions
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Glimpses of trainings and Capacity Building Sessions
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Glimpses of visits at LHP sites by Officials/Technograhis
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Glimpses of visits at LHP sites by Officials/Technograhis
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Glimpses of visits at LHP sites by Officials/Technograhis
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Task force of Govt of UP at LHP Chennai on 8 March 2022
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Social Media and other Outreach activities
The online enrolment module for Technograhis for site visits has evinced enthusiastic
participation from across India, especially from several institutions and organisations. The
initiative has created a platform for students, professionals, practitioners, construction
sector stakeholders and others to enable them to learn about government scheme,
implementation process, construction activities and other frameworks for future application
and implementation of housing programmes.
Details about the programme particulars, workshops, LHP site visits by Hon’ble Ministers,
Government Officials, Technograhis and other stakeholders have been extensively shared on
social media platforms for wider outreach and dissemination. They have been documented
on social media handles such as Twitter, Facebook (English & Hindi) and Instagram of
Housing for All Division. The posts are simultaneously shared on GHTC-India handles,
operated by the HFA division.
The YouTube channel has videos of progress of the housing project and other related clips.
Moreover, the same videos and progress made at the sites are shared simultaneously in
the form of creatives and live photos on social media accounts.
Details about RACHNA initiative of MoHUA, LHP webinars have also been shared extensively
with participating links. The LHP webinars are hosted live on YouTube channel for outreach
activities. Major milestones related to all the activities on sites have been shared online.
The details of IEC campaign and social media activities including on Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram etc has been documented as Annexure-4.
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Annexure - 2
Geotechnical Investigation Report – Lighthouse Project at Chennai

Summary:
Nature of Project : 1052 EWS HOUSES (Ground + 5 Floors)
Owner : MINISTRY OF HOUSING AND URBAN AFFAIRS
Contractor : B G SHIRKE CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY PVT LTD
Geotechnical Investigation Agency: GEO MARINE CONSULTANTS (P) LTD., CHENNAI
Project Location : SEMMANCHERI, PERUMBAKKAM CHENNAI
Scope of Work
Field Work
•

Conducting twenty four soil investigation bore holes of 150 mm diameter in overburden
soil & NX diameter in rock formation.

•

The depth of investigation varies from 8.0m to 13.0m with respect to the borehole
location and the termination is as per the direction of client incharge.

•

Conducting Standard Penetration Test (SPT) within the borehole in overburden
and grade-VI & V weathering rock formation followed by rock core drilling upto the
termination depth.

•

Collection of disturbed soil sample (Split Spoon Sample) and rock core sample.

•

Collection of water samples if groundwater table met within the investigation depth

•

Conducting six dynamic cone penetration test IS 4968 (part-I):1976

•

Conducting three electrical resistivity survey (ERT) at the client designated locations
as per IS 3043-1987

Laboratory Work
•

Natural Moisture Content

•

Atterberg limits, Grain Size Analysis

•

Chemical Analysis test on soil and water samples to give pH, Chlorides and
Sulphates

•

Strength test on rock core.

Methodology of Field Work
Equipment Used and Method of Drilling:
Twenty four soil investigation boreholes were put as per the planning . All the boreholes
were sunk by conventional rotary drilling rigs. For borehole Methodology followed for boring
conformed to IS1892:2000. Boring was progressed by the cutting action of rotating bit with
water circulation and stabilizing the side of the boreholes by using casing pipes/bentonite
slurry up to required depth to prevent collapse of sidewall.
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Standard Penetration Tests (SPT):
This is a field test to determine “Penetration Resistance of Stratum at the Test Depth”.
This has been conducted in the boreholes generally up to refusal depth using procedures
described in IS 2131:2002. The tests were conducted at the depth intervals specified. The
SPT-samples collected were used as disturbed soil samples. These samples were used for
visual and physical identification and for conducting laboratory classification tests as per
IS1498:1970.
Collection of Ground Water Samples:
One representative water sample from each borehole was collected after 24 hours of
completing the borehole if water table met within the investigated depth.
Laboratory Testing
On Coarse Grained Soil
On the representative samples, sieve analysis tests were conducted to arrive at grain size
distribution. These tests were conducted as per IS 2720 (part 4):1985 and the results are
presented in Tabular form and the graphical representation of grain size distribution curve
for the representative samples in each bore is presented in the report.
On Fine Grained Soil
On the SPT sample index property tests were conducted to estimate consistency. These test
results and the graphical representation of hydrometer analyses curve for the representative
samples in each bore is presented in the report.
Chemical Analysis Tests
On representative soil and water samples, chemical analysis tests were conducted to
estimate pH, Chloride and Sulphates and these results are presented in the report.
FOUNDATION SYSTEM
Proposed Structures
An understanding of the proposed construction and the order of loads on the foundation
was done for choosing the appropriate foundation system. In the present case, the proposed
structure is configured with ground and five upper floors, and is meant for residential use.
For this kind of structure, the column loads could vary between 1500 kN to 2000 kN. The
above mentioned loads have no bearing on the design of either sub or super structures and
are mentioned just to provide an insight to choose an appropriate foundation system with
respect to subsoil conditions.
Sub Surface Characteristics
The general sub soil stratification in the project site consists of the following two layers of
formation:
Layer-I
0.0m to 2.0m/ 3.0m
Very Soft, Medium Stiff to Hard, Silty Clay
Layer-II
Beyond 2.0m/3.0m Rock Formation of different degree of weathering
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Foundation System - Option-I (Shallow Foundation System)
In the present project site there is variation in the shear strength characteristics of the soil
formation exits in the top 3.0m depth below the natural ground level. Hence for adopting
shallow foundation system the minimum depth of excavation is 2.75m with a 100mm
thickness of soil replacement with sand-gravel (1:1) mix or quarry dust. Thus the overall
depth of minimum foundation excavation can be 2.85m below the natural ground level.
The isolated footing or strip raft shall be designed for a recommended allowable bearing
pressure of 400kPa. Since the formation beyond the bearing stratum is rock formation
with varying grade of weathering, only elastic settlement will takes place. In case raft is
adopted it can be designed for the reaction pressure due to the super structural load.
Foundation System - Option-II (Pile foundation system)
In case of shallow foundation system doesn’t meet the requirement alternatively pile
foundation can be adopted. The piles can be installed by drilling with direct mud circulation
technique. Since the degree of weathering is not only varying with depth but also vary
over the entire investigation area hence it is ideal to model the rock formation as “very
dense sand”. The recommended safe load carrying capacity of bored cast insitu piles in
compression, tension and lateral for different diameters located at a depth of 6.0m below
the natural ground level have also been worked out as per IS 2911Part-I-Section-2.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation for shallow foundation system:
•

In case of shallow foundation is adopted, the minimum depth of excavation below
the natural ground level is 2.75m with a 100mm thickness of soil replacement with
sand-gravel mix or quarry dust.

•

The isolated footing or strip raft shall be designed for a recommended allowable
bearing pressure of 400 kPa.

•

In case raft is adopted it can be designed for the reaction pressure due to the super
structural load.

•

Since the formation beyond the founding depth being rock formation of varying grade
of weathering, only immediate or elastic settlement will takes place (Consolidation
settlement criteria is not applicable in the present project site)

•

Excavated earth is not suitable for backfilling the foundation trenches

•

Foundation excavation can be carried out with mechanical excavator.

•

During the time of excavation any variation in the sub soil formation is encountered
at the founding level the same may be bring to the notice of geotechnical consultants
to confirm the stratum and bearing capacity.

Recommendation for pile foundation system
•

In case of shallow foundation system discussed above is not adopted, alternatively
shallow bored cast insitu piles can be adopted.

•

The allowable safe load carrying capacities of different diameters of piles can be
adopted as theoretical design loads.
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•

The theoretical load carrying estimates of piles shall be confirmed by conducting pile
loads tests as per the guide lines laid down in IS: 2911-Part-IV.

•

The boring shall be carried out using direct mud circulation prepared out of sodium
bentonite.

•

After reaching the borehole termination depth, the borehole shall be cleaned using
mud circulation for a minimum period of 30min or till the return mud is relatively
clear of soil particles.

•

After ensuring the borehole is clean, the tremie pipe shall be lowered and concreting
can be done.

Construction method statement of pile foundation:
•

The mud used shall be made out of sodium bentonite with minimum free swell index
of more than 300% and liquid limit more than 100%. The silt content in bentonite
shall not be more than 5%.

•

The mud should be prepared using sodium bentonite with a density of 1.10 to 1.15
g/cc.

•

The guide casing shall be upto the top of hard stratum as the formation overlain the
weathered rock is very soft/ very loose and collapsible formation.

General Recommendation
•

The present project site fall in seismic zone-III as per IS 1893-P-I and based on the
liquefaction analysis the sub soil formation exists at site is non-liquefiable considering
the zone-III seismic intensity.

•

The chlorides content in ground water are more than the permissible limit of 500 mg/l
as per IS 456 Table 1.0. Hence proper cover to the reinforcement shall be provided or
anti corrosive coating shall be adopted.

•

Corresponding to the sulphate content in 2:1 Water-Soil extract and ground water
use Table 4.0 IS 456 Clause 2.0 for minimum cement content and maximum water
cement ratio.
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Completion Certificate of LHP Chennai

Annexure - 3
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Annexure - 4
IEC campaign and social media activities on LHP Chennai
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Annexure - 5
GRIHA Certificate on Green Rating
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